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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Even though the Murray State University Board of Regents is narrowing its list of candidates for a new university president, it still has
a long way to go before it names the successor to retiring president
Kern Alexander.
The board met in executive session Wednesday to discuss "20 to
25" applicants for the position, according to board of regents chair
Sid Easley.
"We've received about 80 applicants in the whole process," Easley
said. "We're in the process of checking references on the 20 to 25.
and are just beginning to winnow them down to a point where we
can bring them on campus."
The board has been working in conjunction with the Washingtonbased consulting firm of Korn/Ferry International during the application process. The same firm was used when the university hired
Alexander.
Easley said the remaining list of applicants "all have or have had
a career in education."
Alexander will retire effective June 30, 2001.

Hart water repair
is moving forward
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Thanks to some budgetary shifting, Murray State University
appears ready to move forward
with a project to repair the water
system in Hart Residential College.
The university's board of regents
voted Wednesday to give MSU
administrators the authority to issue
$1.5 million in state bonds that
will go toward repairs for the dormitory.
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander said funding will come from
"housing and dining system revenue bonds," meaning the costs
of the project will be paid back
by revenue from the university's
housing and dining revenues.
"There won't be any budgetary
impact because we're fading out
a bond issue, and this one will
take the place of that one." Alexander said.
Alexander said the bondg that

will be phased out are known as
Series "0" bonds, which are not
earmarked for any specific purpose.
"We've been paying these bondg
off for 30 years," he said. "As
we get them down, we take on more,
so our debt never really increases."
Alexander said work in the dormitory is scheduled to begin this
summer and continue through the
fall semester. Students expecting
to return to Hall will be distributed among the university's remaining residential colleges until the
work is completed.
"It won't affect our student operations at all." Alexander said.
The dormitory's water system
is in such a bad state of repair,
Alexander said, that the $1.5 million will be devoted entirely to
fixing it.
"The old piping has developed

• See Page 2

By MORGAN HARDY Ledger & Times photo

SLOWLY BUT SURELY...Tony Costa, a member of the Murray Middle School chess team, makes a move during
Wednesday afternoon's chess practice at MMS. It was the last practice the team will have before it departs for
Kansas City to participate in the National Scholastic Championships, competing with 5,000 other kids for national
chess championships.

1VINIS chess team readies for national tourney
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer

F

or a good minute and a half, Tony
Costa mulled his future in a second-floor room at Murray Middle
School Wednesday afternoon.
Costa glanced at his opponent, then
back to himself. He scratched his chin,
adjusted his eyeglasses, and made his
move.
His opponent did likewise, waiting for
long moments without a word while he
studied the field of battle. Neither one
said a word, locked in combat with one
another, neither satisfied with anything less
than total victory.

You can always tell when it's national
tournament time for the Murray Middle
School chess team.
Costa is going along with five other
members of the team, which holds 10 of
the top 20 middle-school and elementary
chess players in the state of Kentucky. to
the National Scholastic Championships this
weekend in Kansas City.
More than 5,000 players will participate
in a weekend chess extravaganza, playing
seven games each with up to four hours
per game.
This year. Costa. Justin Arnold. Nathan
Crafton, Blake McCuiston, Caleb Roberts
and Chess Volp will attempt to continue a
tradition started several years ago when

the chess team started to bnng national
recognitions to Murray Middle.
As a class, several of them were part
of teams that brought five years of state
chess championships when they were in
primary school.
"We consistently place high at nationals," chess team coach Doug Crafton said
at practice Wednesday.
Last year, he said, the team placed 8th
in the elementary division, and is "looking
about the same" this year for the junior
high division. He added that this was the
first year the team would be playing in
the 9th grade division, having only to play

• See Page 2

Hospital board hopes for resolution
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MADCAP COMEDY ... Playhouse in the Park opens
tonight (Thursday) with "The Nerd." Pictured are Don
Flemming as Rick Steadman (aka The Nerd). Other cast
members (bagged) include Michael Dunnagan, Brent Morrison, Amy Sykes, Nancy Phillips, Greg Milton and John
Ouertermous. For 24 hour reservations, call Playhouse
in the Park at 759-1752.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Expressions of gratitude are usually not the norm once a lawsuit
has been filed.
In an odd twist, however, gratitude is exactly what Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins received from Murray Calloway County Hospital Board of
Commissioners chair Scott Seiber
during the board's Wednesday meeting.
"I never thought I'd be thanking anybody for suing me." Seiber

said. "I think at the end of the
day. the resolution will help the
hospital and the community."
Elkins. who is also a hospital
board member, and the Calloway
County Fiscal Court opted earlier
this month to file suit in Circuit
Court against the hospital in regards
to $1.3 million in public funds
that were transferred from MCCH
to the Community Healthcare Foundation. a private fund-raising organization.
The decision to file suit was
based largely on an opinion writ-
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In the meantime. the foundation is trying to carry on with
business as usual, which includes
its efforts to help establish a school
health program in the two local
school systems.
MCCH Finance Officer Louie
Vetter said it would cost approximately $40,000 each to provide
a health program for both the Murray and Calloway County school
systems. As a result of the high
cost estimate, the MCCH board
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ten by Calloway County Attorney
Randy Hutchens last May that
claimed the funds were illegally
moved.
Even though Seiber conveyed
that the board was ready for resolution. MCCH Chief Executive
Officer Ike Coe is seeking a second opinion from the Louisvillebased law firm of Brown/Todd on
the legality of the transfer.
"I don't know how long it will
take, but I would hope for some
kind of opinion within the next
30 days," Coe said.
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Bush's remarks on Taiwan cause stir
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush has changed nothing
in U.S. China policy, the White
House and State Department are
insisting. But on Capitol Hill.
nobody seems quite sure exactly
what he did.
Some lawmakers said his
remarks that the United States can
use military force in Taiwan's
defense negated traditional ambiguity in U.S. policy that has succeeded in keeping China at bay
for decades while admitting that
there is but one China.
Others said even if that's what
he did, the time for ambiguity is
over.

"Ambiguity never was any
good." Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, RCalif.. a longtime foe of China's
communist-led government, said
Wednesday. In all of this, the White
House and the U.S. State Department asserted Bush's comments represented no change in policy toward
China and Taiwan, the island in
the Taiwan Strait that Beijing considers a renegade province.
"The Taiwan Relations Act
makes very clear that the United
States has an obligation that Taiwan's peaceful way of life is not
upset by force," said Condoleezza Rice, Bush's national security
adviser.

Correction

That 1979 law is the basis of
the one-China policy and specifies how it is to be carried out.
"What (Bush) said clearly is
how seriously and resolutely he
takes this obligation. A secure Taiwan will be better able to engage
in cross-strait dialogue," Rice said.

A photo of Kiwanis Club officers printed in Wednesday's Murray Ledger & Times was incorreectly identified as being installed
for 2001-02. They are the 200001 officers.
The Ledger & Times regrets the
error.

Notice
The South 641 Water District
of Hazel announced that it will
be flushing fire hydrants this Sunday, April 29. Those in the water
district are urged not to use or
drink water "until it runs clear."
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In Beijing. a Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman on Thursday accused
Bush of violating commitments to
China with his remarks on Taiwan.
Spokeswoman Zhang Qiyue
expressed "serious concern" over
what she called Bush's "extremely mistaken position."
She said the United States was
violating its commitments to China
and repeated demands for Washington to stop what she called
interference in China's internal
affairs.
Bush touched off the stir
Wednesday in a succession of press
interviews to mark his first 100
days in office, which end Sunday.
In one he said America would do
"whatever it took" to help Taiwan
defend itself.
Later he softened that a little
by saying U.S. military force would
be "certainly an option" if China
should invade Taiwan.

By MORGAN HARDY/Ledger & Times photo

UNITED WAY...Bill Wells, director for Murray Family
Resource Center, opens up a day of seminars for United Way agencies Wednesday morning. Representatives
from every United Way agency attended the meeting,
where they participated in seminars for team building
and fund-raising.
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pin-hole leaks that leak out into the walls, and we end up having to
replace the walls," he said.
From Page 1
The board also designated a committee comprised of regents Sid
Easley, Beverly Ford and Lori Dial to open the sealed bids that are up to 6th graders before.
"It's going to be a tough section," Crafton said.
received for the project. Easley, who will serve as committee chair,
playing, technically, in the 7th, 8th and 9th
"We're
said the group will likely meet next on "June 6 or 7."
grade section. We've got one 5th grader (Volp) going
who will be 'playing up' at that level."
Crafton said there weren't enough 5th graders
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still in contention at MMS to make a team, so Volp
will be playing kids four years older than himself
to fill out the 7th, 8th, and 9th grade squad.
"I think they'll do fine, but they're going to face
that maturity wall," he said.
"As a team. I think they'll do great."

• Hospital ...
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SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— NASA crews made progress early
Thursday in troubleshooting computer glitches that have delayed
plans for the robotic handoff of
the international space station's 1
1/2-ton packing crate.
U.S. astronaut Susan Helms
hooked up a laptop computer and
found that one of three computers
needed to perform robotics action
was up and running.
Its two backups were still down.
Mission Control said they
planned to spend the morning working to fix the computer problems.
Use of laptops to access information in the command-and-control computers was one trou
bleshooting option.
The laptops would send the information to the ground so officials
could analyze what went wrong.
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From Page 1
deferred- the matter to the foundation.
"It is not budgeted," \letter said.
"The hospital is currently behind
in its budget. I believe the board
should be prudent to not go over
budget by any more than we already
are.
Foundation official Ken Winters said funding for the program,
which would place a nurse in each
school system, will likely have to
come from local businesses that
choose to partner with the foundation, a scenario, he said, that is
highly likely to happen.
"We want this to be implemented this fall," Winters said.
"We fully anticipate that in the
next 30-45 days, we'll make an
announcement that we'll have a
school health program."
As the foundation is trying to
provide nurses to the local schools,
howevet, the hospital itself is
launching efforts to try and deal
with an impending shortage of
nurses that is likely to strike hospitals across the country.
According to Sally Davenport,
vice president of patient care services, MCCH had 11 full-time and
two part-time R.N. vacancies as
of last week.
"This has been a change," she
said. "Last year, I would have said
we have all the positions filled or
that they were about to be filled."
Davenport said there are two
main factors driving the current
and impending nursing shortage
across the country. One is that
baby boomers, which represent a
large portion of the nursing workforce, are beginning to near retirement age. The other is that uni-

Re-Calling All Murray
Main Street Members
Due to rain the photo shoot

versity nursing programs are seeing declining enrollment each year.
"There are a lot more career
opportunities for women now than
nursing, which is still mostly a
women's profession," Davenport
said.
The loss of new nursing recruits
is especially damaging, Davenport
said, since nearly 44 percent of
MCCH's nursing staff is made up
of Murray State University and
Paducah Community College grad•
uates.
A recent study at the hospital
showed that there are four times
as many R.N.s over the age of
40 at MCCH than R.N.s under the
age of 30.
To combat the decline, Daven
port said the hospital will be implementing 16 new strategies in the
upcoming months. Seiber said, however, that MCCH will not be able
to escape the nursing shortage crisis entirely.
"This is kind of a double-edged
sword," he said. "Not only are we
going to have a shortage (of nurses), but they're going to more
expensive, too."
In other business, the board:
• Approved a request by Davenport to upgrade the hospital's critical care unit beds The new beds
will feature a position assisting function, a radio-luscent surface and builtin scales.
• Opted to reappointment applications for Drs Clegg Austin, Michael
Bobo, Mark Crawford, Randall Dabbs,
Francisco Elbl, Stephen Gore, Jim
Hart, Conrad Jones. C.C. Lowry, Lai
Mangla, Robert Menwether, Stuart
Naulty, Allan Rees and Melinda
Thompson. New applications by Drs
Terry Puckett, David Outland, James
Roush, Rebecca Lane and Nassir
Saghafi were also approved
• Received a report from Coe that
five new doctors will be Joining the
MCCH staff shortly after the beginning of July.
• Heard a financial report from
the Community Healthcare Foundation The foundation currently has
approximately $1.7 million in assets
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The whether the department will seek
Bush administration is not request- money from other agencies to pay
ing money to pursue a lawsuit for the lawsuit, which the Clinton
against big tobacco companies, White House did.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
prompting speculation that the fedis reviewing the case, a spokeseral case will be dropped.
The administration has request- woman said.
"The case is proceeding in the
ed $1.8 million to pay salaries and
staff costs for the tobacco litiga- normal course and we will contion team in the department's civil tinue to evaluate it," said Susan
division, Justice officials said Dryden, a Justice Department
Wednesday. But no money has spokewoman.
Ashcroft opposed the litigation
been sought for legal work, such
as gathering and analyzing mil- when he was a senator.
A senior Justice Department offilions of documents that tobacco
speaking on condition of
cial,
see.
to
asked
have
companies
President Bush on Wednesday anonymity, said the litigation team
expressed reservations about con- might be replaced on grounds it
tinuing the lawsuit, opposed by botched the job.
The Justice Department suit, filed
Republicans and members of ConSeptember 1999, accused big
in
ing
tobacco-produc
gress from
states. He said he has not decid- tobacco companies of putting profits before health by concealing
ed whether to drop the suit.
showing that nicotine is addicdata
litigious
a
about
"I do worry
society," Bush said in an inter- tive and that smoking causes disview with Fox News. "I remem- ease. The government seeks to
ber as the governor of Texas that recover hundreds of millions of
we had all kinds of major law- dollars in medical costs borne by
suits against tobacco — as in every federal health programs over the
other state. At some point enough years to pay for smoking-related
illness.
is enough."
Tobacco companies have denied
Justice officials said Bush's
charges.
the
litigatobacco
for
budget request
Last year a federal judge threw
tion is the same as what the Clinton administration asked for last out half of the suit's claims, sayyear — $1.8 million for salaries ing that if the government wantand no specific amount for litiga- ed to. recover expenses dating to
the 1950s. it should have acted soon
tion costs.
say
er.
not
would
But officials

Kentucky Briefs
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — An
attorney for the Kentucky Real
Estate Commission said the
agency is close to a settlement
to pay $50,000 to clients who
were bilked out of $130,000 by
a former Mayfield auctioneer and
real estate developer_
"We are hoping the case will
be settled by the end of May,"
said Jeff Blair, general counsel
for the real estate commission.
The $50.000 from the commission's real estate recovery
fund, and another $50.000
already paid by an' auctioneers'
recovery fund, will cover most of
the clients' missing money that
was known at the time C.W
Shelton pleaded guilty last year
to nine counts of failing to make
required disposition of property.
Shelton, 61. left Kentucky in
October 1999 He was found a
month later at St. Simon's

Island, Ga where he had taken
out a multiple-month lease on
condominium at the Sea Palms
Golf and Tennis resort He had
$14,000 with him at the time of
his arrest
Shelton was ordered to pay
restitution to the clients as one
condition of probation He has
five years to make restitution
Jim Brien. Shelton's attorney,
could not be reached for comment Tuesday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — No
ticket matched the six numbers
picked in Wednesday's $3.3 mil
lion Lotto Kentucky game, push
ing the Jackpot for Saturday's
drawing to $3 5 million
The numbers were 2, 4, 20.
24. 32 and 33. The lottery said
tour tickets matched five numbers for $1,000, while 382
matched four for $50
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The House passed virtually identical legislation, 254-172, last session, only to see it never addressed
in the Senate.
President Bush has said he would
sign the bill. "The administration
supports protection for unborn children and therefore supports House
passage," the White House said in
a statement Tuesday.
Rep. Lindsey Graham, the South
Carolina Republican who wrote the
bill, said safeguards are in the
measure to prohibit the prosecution of mothers or people who
perform or assist in abortions.
"It only applies to criminal activities," Graham said. "America is
deeply divided about government
interfering with the right to choose,
but that doesn't mean we consider the unborn child an enemy."
But pro-abortion rights advocates
say opponents are treading on
ground already covered by the
Supreme Court.
Rep. Zoe Lofgren of California, the author of the Democratic
alternative, says her plan passes constitutional muster while avoiding the
murky and difficult waters of the
abortion debate.
"We know there's a disagreement about choice in the Congress
but that doesn't mean you have
to have an argument about choice
on every single item," Lofgren
said.

•
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Abortion foes, buoyed by having an
ally in the White House, are trying to push their first bill through
the House this year — legislation
that would make it a federal crime
to harm a fetus.
Abortion rights advocates deride
it as a foot in the door at getting
a fetus declared a separate person
— an idea they say was rejected
by the Supreme Court in its 1973
Roe v. Wade decision legalizing
abortion.
But Republican sponsors who
were bringing the bill to the House
floor today and their allies were
shunning the word abortion, instead
characterizing the measure as an
effort to get tough with criminals
who harm -unborn children."
In one graphic ad run in several publications this week by the
National Right to Life Committee, a Wisconsin woman holds the
body of her son who died when
sfie was assaulted by her husband
while nine months pregnant.
The woman, Tracy Scheide
Marciniak, assails a Democratic
alternative proposal that would stiffen penalties for assaulting a pregnant woman but not make harming the fetus a separate crime.
The measure would apply only
to crimes in federal jurisdiction,
but similar statutes are on the
books in more than 20 states.
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House gets first
abortion-related
bill of new year
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Plenty on agenda as presidency nears 100-day mark
By SANDRA SOBIERAJ
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush
surrounds himself this week with star
teachers and young environmentalists as
he looks ahead to his 100-day mark .—
a spotlight he has invited all 535 Democrats and Republicans in Congress to share.
Invitations to lunch at the White House
went out Sunday to every member of the
House and Senate. Aides said the massive luncheon on April 30. which will
include Cabinet officials, is unprecedented and a symbol of Bush's commitment
to bipartisanship.
The household staff, meanwhile, faced
the challenge of squeezing so many tables
and chairs into limited space.
"A lot of different rooms — they'll
be spread out in the East Room, the
foyer, the State Dining Room," said presidential counselor Karen Hughes.
, "We think it's a sign that the president is continuing what he did when he
started, which was sit down with Democrats and Republicans and say. 'We can
work together.' The president also views

this as an opportunity to share credit for
what's being accomplished."
Sunday will mark
Bush's first 100 days
in the White House,
the traditional checkpoint of a new president's performance
dating to Franklin
first
Roosevelt's
term.
Top White House
strategist
political
Karl Rove dismissed
any benchmark significance to the 100th
Bush
day. "A completely
artificial date made up by the news media,"
he said.
Still, aides labored to script Bush's
first report card themselves, recognizing
that how he plays the public relations
game now will determine the political
capital he carries into the future. President Lyndon Johnson once said, "You've
got to give it all you can that first year.
You've got just one year when they treat

you right."
The White House has assembled a
schedule for this countdown week that
allows Bush to highlight his priorities —
education changes, tax cuts — and patch
potential problem areas.
On Monday, he was playing host to
winners of the National Teacher of the
Year awards, where he was highlighting
progress on most of the education reforms
that were at the center of his election
campaign.
The Senate plans to consider a bill
that reflects Bush's goals of holding
schools more accountable, requiring annual testing to measure student performance
and providing options to students in failing schools. Democrats have so far blocked
his plan to provide vouchers for private
schools.
Bush tries anew to burnish his environmental record, following earlier rollbacks of some regulations, in a Rose Garden speech Tuesday to winners of the
Environmental Youth Award.
Democrats smelled a stunt. "The jury
is still out whether this is a real new

commitment to the environment or if it's
just a greening of the president, if you
will, for public relations purposes," John
Podesta, chief of staff under former President Clinton, said Sunday on CNN's
"Late Edition."
Rove countered that Americans will
get to know "over time" that Bush is an
outdoorsman committed to clean air lnd
water.
In a visit to New Orleans on Wednesday, the president was to trumpet how
far he has come in securing the tax cuts
he championed in the campaign.
The House voted for a budget that
endorsed Bush's 10-year, $1.6 trillion tax
cut. The Senate trimmed the tax break to
$1.2 trillion and allowed for more spending than he wants. A vote on a compromise could come by week's end.
Bipartisanship and Bush's charm are
what aides hope will echo from his participation in Friday's dedication of a new
Texas State History Museum named for
the late Bob Bullock, the Democratic lieutenant governor with whom Bush, as Texas
governor, had forged a friendship.

Behind the scenes last week, Rove,
Hughes and Mary Matalin, a communications adviser to Vice President Dick
Cheney, gave "talking points" to about
100 prominent Republicans — such as
former GOP chairman Haley Barbour and
Reagan-era White House spokeswoman
Sheila Tate — who could be expected to
talk to reporters about Bush's performance
so far.
Bush and Cheney already are looking
well past even the next 100 days to the
first performance review that counts: the
2002 congressional elections.
On Wednesday, Bush was to attend his
first fund-raiser as president, traveling to
Little Rock, Ark., for GOP Sen. Tim
Hutchinson's re-election campaign.
Last week, Cheney asked Republican
Tim Pawlenty to bow out of the Senate
race in Minnesota to avoid a potentially
bruising primary against Bush's favored
candidate, St. Paul Mayor Norm Coleman.
The White House would not rule out
such intervention in other crucial midterm
races.

Washington Today
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
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Democratic derby
off and running
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
rehearsal halls of Democratic presidential politics, a dozen or so
political stars and newcomers
already are auditioning for the role
of the party's 2004 White House
nominee.
The big question is when will
last year's nominee. Al Gore. clarify his plans
about the presidential race. The
betting is later
this year.
Democrats
around the country say Gore
would be a formidable candidate. probably
Gore
the party's frontrunner, if he decides to run. But
they acknowledge his unsuccessful 2000 presidential race left some
lingering questions.
"There are people who think if
he wants the nomination, he should
have it," said Barbara Flynn Currie. House majority leader in Illinois. "There are others who think
he blew it."
Gore won the popular vote by
half a million votes in 2000 and
barely lost Florida — and the election — in the now-famous recount.
Some Democrats feel Gore earned
the right to a rematch: others say
he let an election slip away that
he should have won because of
the strong economy and popular
Democratic issues.
"He'll he considered a frontrunner just because of his experience and fund raising and people thinking he was cheated out
of the election." said Ark Monroe
III. a Little Rock. Ark., lawyer.
who was a fund-raiser for Gore.
The list of people lining up to
provide an alternative to Gore is
growing steadily. though few will
admit publicly they're seriously
interested in running.
Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts, Sen. Evan Bayh of Indiana.
House Democratic leader Dick
Gephardt. Sen. John Edwards of
North Carolina. Senate Democratic leader Tom Daschle of South
Dakota and Sen. Joe Lieberman
of Connecticut are names that come
up frequently in discussions with
Democrats.
Other names mentioned are former Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nehras-

no a urmersity president in
New York; Sen. Joe Biden of
Delaware: former Sen. Bill Bradley
— a candidate in 2000 — and
Goys. Roy Barnes of Georgia and
Tom Vilsack of Iowa.
Candidates face the tough challenge of raising their profile enough
to be noticed without raising too
many expectations.
When Edwards. a first-term senator. went to Iowa in early March
to speak at Drake University Law
School, some Democrats expressed
annoyance at the move by a Democrat relatively new to the national scene.
Gore allies have been clucking
about how Edwards recently
approached a small handful of upand-corners from the Gore campaign and, without success, offered
them jobs in his Senate office.
The former vice president is
splitting his time these days
between his home in Arlington.
Va., and teaching assignments at
Columbia University and two Tennessee universities. Fisk and Middle Tennessee State, in which he
is emphasizing families and community building. Gore also is working on a book with wife Tipper.
"Teaching has been a chance
to share the values and the lessons
he's learned in nearly 25 years of
public service, and at the same
time an opportunity to continue
learning from his students," said
Kiki McLean, a Gore spokeswoman.
Many Democrats say they felt
slighted at the end of the campaign. when Gore threw a single
"end of the recount" party for
celebrity friends and select aides,
then disappeared to recuperate from
the grueling campaign.
Some question whether his virtual disappearance from the political scene could hurt his chances.
"A lot of his support and influence in 2000 was based on his
being an incumbent vice president.- said Gerald Pomper. a political scientist at Rutgers University and author of "The Election of
2000." "It looks like he's crawled
into a hole somewhere."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Will
Lester covers polling and
politics for The
Associated Press.

From Our Readers
Dear Editor:
I believe that the plan to renovate the old post office building
into a community resource center, as reported recently in the Murray Ledger and Times, makes good sense for two reasons.
I) First, the building is a unique and historical architectural
asset. It is listed on the National Register as a historic place. And,
I have fond memories of buying stamps and mailing parcels across
those marble counters for many years.
21 Second. there would be some definite synergies from placing
the Chamber of Commerce. Tourism Commission, Main Street Mur
ray, Economic Development Corporation. and Murray State Small
Business Center together.at a single site.
For example, investors considering Murray as a possible location
for a new small business or factory. would surely want to visit the
Chamber for economic data; at the same time they could examine
potential properties through the EDC and/or Main Street. And the
SBDC could help them later to prepare a business plan, prior to
securing a loan from an area financial institution.
These organizations need to work together, and to he located
physically together would facilitate these processes.
The other bidders have been somewhat unclear about just what
they would do with this building. Do they have sufficient funds for
a quality restoration that preserves the historic integrity of the site?
Or would it be torn down to make room for some other type of
development'?
I hope the committee members reviewing the bids will take the
time to exercise due diligence in arriving at their decision. Sometimes, haste makes waste. Once gone, this building is lost forever.
Sincerely,
Phil Niffenegger
707 Elm Street
Murray KY 42071
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Studies cast further doubt
on theory of AIDS origin

DEATHS
Mrs. Wyonetta Vinson Gaither
Mrs. Wyonetta Vinson Gaither, 75, Franklin, Ind.. formerly of Calloway and McCracken Counties. died Wednesday morning, April 25, 2001,
in Franklin.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Stanley Vinson, Dec. 19,
1979, and her second husband, LeRoy Gaither, in December 1998. Born
June 18, 1925, in Pike County, Ill., she was the daughter of the late James
Riley Brown and Rosa Eveline Buchanan Brown.
Mrs. Gaither was a member of First Assembly of God Church in Franklin, Ind.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jean Chandler Robed°, San Diego, Calif.; three sons, William (Bill) Vinson, Greenfield, Ind., Dan Vinson, Franklin, Ind., and Chris Vinson, Mt. Washington; one brother, Junior
Brown, Sikeston, Mo.; 10 grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.
Graveside services will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.

BE A BETA...T.J. Hargrove, a CCMS Beta Club member, leads
48 seventh-grade BETA Club members in a song he wrote for
the competition at the National Beta Club Convention.

Mrs. Jean Gray Smothermon
Mrs. Jean Gray Smothermon, 88. Silver Springs, Mo., formerly of this
area, died Sunday, April 22, 2001, at Hospice House, Rockville, Mo.
She was married Dec. 27, 1936, to George Markus Smothermon who
died Jan. 11, 1993. Also preceding her in death were one sister, Hester
Gray McCuiston, and four brothers, Elbert Gray, Harvey Gray, Raymond
Gray and Golden Gray Jr. Born Feb. 6, 1913, in Paris, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Golden Birdie Gray.
Mrs. Smothermon, a graduate of Grove High School, retired from Kettering Medical Center as an executive housekeeper. She was a longtime
member of Seventh-day Adventist Church in Paris.
Survivors include two sons, George E. Smothermon. Silver Springs,
fvfel., and William E. Smothermon M.D., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Alberta Gray McPeak; three grandchildren, Michael Skelton and
wife, Suzanne, Lisa Stevens and husband. Steve, and Denise Reynolds and
husband, Chris, all of Atlanta, Ga.; two great-grandchildren, Katlyn and
Brent Stevens.
The funeral will be Friday at 4 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. Elder Roy B. Thurmon of Dyersburg, Tenn., will officiate. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Visitation will he at the funeral home from 2 to 4 p.m. Friday.

Budget consensus
evades legislators
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) One thing is clear as the General
Assembly continues to meet in
small groups on the budget: the entire membership is just as perplexed
as its leaders, who couldn't reach a
consensus in three years of debate.
The groups' preferences varied
widely Wednesday after another afternoon of meetings.
The closest thing to consensus:
cut at least some of Gov. Don Sundquist's proposed $650 million in
spending increases. Nobody suggested cutting all of it.
With the state facing an expected
$200 million deficit ,in the current
budget year, it would take roughly
$800 million in new revenue to
fully fund the governor's plan.
Some lawmakers want to raise
small amounts of money through
what Sen. Robert Rochelle, DLebanon, derides as "doo-dad
taxes."
The most popular of these appears to be a $25 increase (a doubling) in the state automobile tag
registration fee, which would raise
$110 million; and an increase in
taxes on liquor, wine, beer and tobacco. Each 1 percent increase in
those taxes would raise just under
$6 million.
Others want to raise the sales tax
(one cent is worth about $785 million). Still others favor expanding
the sales tax base to include serv-
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ices such as advertising, insurance,
legal, engineering and a host of others.
The potential revenue from expanding the base is considerable. At
2 percent, it is estimated to bring in
$830 million, but that includes
medical services, which most members appear to want to leave untaxed.

Love letter arrives after 46 years
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Nearly a half-century ago, James
Bracy scrawled four pages of lovelaced prose to his young wife,
dropped the letter at the post office
on his Army base, and forgot about
it.
So, too, did the U.S. Postal Service.
Last month, 46 years later, the
letter was finally delivered.
"It meant a lot to me then. It
means even more now,- Sallie
Bracy, now 68, said Tuesday from
her home in Chesapeake, Va.
The letter, dated Jan. 28, 1955,
had been lodged between two walls
in a mail room at Ford Ord, a decommissioned base about 80 miles
south of San Francisco.
Last month, a construction crew
dismantling the building found the
letter, along with four others written
by members of the Army's 41st
Signal Battalion. The crew turned
the bundle over to Bob Spadoni, the
postmaster in nearby Monterey. He
sent the mail to Virginia, Texas,
Wisconsin and California.
"Even if somebody passed away,
the next of kin would love to read
it," Spadoni said. "They're little
time capsules."
Bracy's letter had six cents of
postage on it but no zip code

SILENT AUCTIONA,.
FUND RAISER

since that system didn't exist in
1955.
After some sleuthing, the post
office in Norfolk, Va., tracked
down Sallie Bracy.
The couple just celebrated their
50th anniversary, but the letter sent
her heart aflutter, tears welled, and
she again became a love-struck 22year-old.
"I told our kids they could read
the first two pages, but the last two
are mine," she joked Tuesday.

By The Associated Press
New studies have cast more
doubt on the idea that AIDS arose
because an oral polio vaccine was
contaminated with a precursor to
the AIDS virus.
For years, there has been speculation that the polio vaccine was
grown in chimpanzee kidney cell
cultures that carried the precursor
virus. The virus was then passed to
people when the vaccine was administered in Africa in the late
1950s, the theory holds.
But in the April 26 issue of the
journal Nature, British and Swedish
scientists report that they found no
chimp DNA in a stock of early polio vaccine used in Africa in the
1950s, challenging the hypothesized
use of chimp cells.
And an evolutionary analysis of
HIV strains in the Congo, reported
by British and French scientists, indicates they trace back to a common
ancestor that infected people rather
than chimps. That argues against
the idea that the strains began diversifying in chimps, followed by several transfers to people by way of
polio vaccinations.
The new reports follow up on
two lines of experimental results
that cast doubt on the AIDS-polio
theory last year.
Those tests of early polio vaccine stocks used in the African pro-

WF Paducah Hearing
Aid Center
formerly Beltone
announces its weekly service center
at

RACER INN
641 S., Murray

Every Friday
from 9 a.m. until 1
MAIN OFFICE
918 Broadway
Paducah
270-443-4594
Mon. thru Friday
9 a.m. until 4 p.m.

MAY FIELD
825 Paris Rd.
270-257-0844
Tuesday & Thursday
9 a.m. until 1 p.m.

gram also found no sign of chimp
DNA, scientists reported at the
time. And an analysis of the evolutionary tree of HIV, the AIDS virus,
suggested the human virus appeared
around 1930, well before the polio
vaccine campaign.
-.tments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Some prices f. riol. en dollars and cents.
Company

Price

Chg

Don Jones Ind. A‘g.
10661.57 + 36.37
Air Products
42.76 + 0.01
AOL Time Warner
49.75 + 0.25
AT&T
21.95 + 0.16
Bell South
42.33 + 0.63
Briggs & Stratton
42.47 + 0.67
Bristol Myers Squibb ..56.30:0.56
Caterpillar
50.05 + 0.05
Daimler Chrysler
49.87 + 0.08
Dean Foods
38.01 - 0.06
Exxon-Mobil
89.08 - 0.01
Ford Motor
29.25 + 0.45
General Electric
49.05 + 1.24
General Motors
55.68 + 0.19
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..52.99 - 0.51
Goodrich
38.15 + 0.15
Goody ear
24.78 + 0.14
HopFed Bank*
12.10 B 12.44 A
IBM
115.30 + 0.45
Ingersoll Rand
45.14 + 0.39
Intel
29.90 + 0.87
Kroger
22.32 + 0.07
Lucent Tech
10.56 + 0.38
Mattel
16.10.0.25
McDonalds
77.07 + 0.07
Merck
75.30 + 0.44
Microsoft
70.71 + 1.02
J.C. Penney
18.99 + 0.03
Pfizer. Inc.
41.12 + 0.21
Quaker Oats
98.20 + 0.80
Schering-Plough
37.34 + 0.10
Sears
34.87 .0.21
Texaco
72.45 + 0.89
Union Planters
38.02 - 0.36
US Bancorp
21.48 + 0.09
UST
30.20 - 0.49
Wal-Mart
50.86 + 0.19
19.72 + 0.33
Worldcom Inc.
'Hilliard Lyons ;s a market maker in ths
stock
Jnc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

4411V
HILLIARD
L`tONS

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment LsYon.
Lrons Inc

Member NYSE and SIPC

Saturday, April 28•Noon to 5 p.m.
Sunday, April 29• 7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
For the Memorial Garden of St. John's
Episcopal Church
1620 West Main St., Murray
One-of-a-kind items include original paintings,
needlework, and handcrafted furniture by prizewinning
local artists and craftspeople: gourmet foods and
coupons for catered meals, and many other services.
Terrific white elephant items. Come and seeirmbud
You will not be disappointed.

CRC®

A SINGLE-PREMIUM MODIFIFO GUARANTEED ANNUITY

Issued by Hartford Life Insurance Company

Maturity
10 Years

5 Years

Current Rate*
6.40%
5.55%

Other rates are available
Rates effective 4/24 through 5/0701
and subject to change every other Tuesday under normal conditions

Annuities are not FDIC insured.
Annuities are not obligations or deposits of. and are not underwritten or guaranteed by any bank or
financial institution or any of its affiliates
• Neither a financial institution, bank nor its affiliates guarantee performance by the annuity issuer
• Annuities involve investment risks, including interest- rate risk The market value of the investment may fluctuate,
causing possible loss of the principal amount invested.
• Annuities are unrelated to arid not a condition of the provision or term of any banking service or activity.

•
•

'Currently offered interest rate, compounded annually This offering is made only by the prospectus.
Earnings in CRC grow tax-deferred until a liquidation is made Liquidated earnings are subject to ordinary
income tax and if taken prior to age 59 1/2, a 10% federal income tax penalty may apply Early surrenders may
also be subject to a contingent deferred sales charge and market value adjustment To obtain a copy of the CRC
prospectus for more complete information, including charges and expenses, ask your investment reprosonta
five Please read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money

Queen set
18rron set
Full set.
Kong set

$299 TWonlei 4
$369 Full set. .
$599 King set .

A Sertaco
Perfect Sleeper8,-)
$499
You Never
$549 Have to Flip,
$ 799

• Delivery • Set-Up • Removal

of Old Bedding

See store for details.

This announcement is under no circumstances to be construed as an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to
buy any of these securities Certain restrictions, such as limits on the investor's ability to access his or her funds
may apply to the current rates cited CRC is underwritten and distributed by Hartford Securities Distribution
Company, Inc. Simsbury. CT (countrywide- HL-CRC95, NC HL-CRC9520NC, NY. HL-CRCRT95NY. OK HL
CRCRT950K, OR HL-125110R, TX HL-12511TX and HL-VA990DBTX) Not for use in FL

Call Today:

II

Mark C. Vinson, Financial Advisor
LM Financial Partners
Located at Area Bank of Murray, KY.

270-767-2204

0

I lartford Life
CW20330081( 11/99

OF MAYFIELD,INC.
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
On The Square
247-4488
Mayfield
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH. VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
All Murray Main Street members are requested to once again
gather Friday at 5 p.m. on the court square at the corner of
South Fifth and Maple Streets for the photo shoot to be published in Preservation magazine, and National Main Street News.
Because of the weather conditions the photo shoot was canceled on April 20.
All members are requested to attend with family members
for the photo. It will also be used for several other publicity
campaigns representing this community and the National Trust
for Historic Preservations. For information call 759-9474.

Screening Friday and Monday
Murray Independent School District will have preschool screening Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Monday from 4 to 6:30 p.m.
This screening is available for three and four year old children and
children who will be three by Oct. 1, 2001. To make an appointment or for information call 762-3262.

Ladies brunch at Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have a brunch on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. to kick off their new season of golf and bridge.
A short business meeting will follow the brunch. All food will be
provided. For information call Sue Wells at 753-3671 or Crystal
Parks at 753-4645.

and Mrs. J.R. Story in 1951

Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Story in 2001

Couple will be married 50 years on April 28
Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Story of 501 Birnamwood Ln.. Murray, will be married for 50
years on Saturday, April 28, 2001.
The couple was honored with a family dinner at Patti's 1880 Restaurant at Grand Rivers.
The event was hosted by their children.
Mr. and Mrs. Story were married April 28,
1951. at West Fork Baptist Church. The Rev.
Charles A. Wingo, uncle of the bride. offici-

ated.
Their ,attendants were Sara Story Johnson
and Randolph Story, sister and brother of the
groom.
Mrs. Story, the former Evelyn Franklin, is
the daughter of the late Jesse L. Franklin and
Rosa M. Franklin. She retired as a sales clerk
from Lad & Lassie Children's Shop, Murray.
Mr. Story is the son of the late Festus L.

Story and Donnye Davidson Story. A veteran
of the Korean Conflict, he retired after being
employed for 38 years at Martin-Marietta. Paducah.
Their two sons are Ralph F. Story and wife,
Debbie. Mayfield, and Richard L. Story and
wife. Arlene, of the Cuba community of Graves
County. Their three grandchildren are Brad.
Andrew and Allyson.

Mr. and Mrs. Bryan McManus
of Murray are the parents of a
son, Myles Austin McManus. born
on Wednesday. April 11, 2001, at
9:24 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
12 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Lindy
Cathey.
Grandparents are Suzanne and
Steve Cathey of Benton. and Debra
and Mark Watkins and David and
Tracy McManus, all of Metropolis, Ill.
Great-grandparents are Louise
and James Maddox of Martin,
Tenn.. Elizabeth Furches of Mur-

Bridal
RqiistrY
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to hace
Summer Rhodes
bride-elect of
Ashley Dunn
join our
bridal registry.

Pieilinivorts
Chestnut Si . Murray
753-1851
!Mt

ray. J.D. Holley of Metropolis, Ill.,
JoAnn McManus of Symsonia and
Elsie Cathey of Paducah. A greatgreat-grandmother is Madeline Holley of Metropolis. Ill.

Abigail Fern
Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Roy R. Mason
Jr. of 374 Valentine Rd., New
Concord. are the parents of a
daughter, Abigail Fern Mason, born
on Tuesday. April 17. 2001, at
8:27 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
four ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches. The mother is the former
Cara A. Johnson. Two brothers are
Dylan and Jacob.
Grandparents are Roy and Grace
Mason of Dexter. A great-grand-

Remember
to pick up
your
photographs
after they've
run in the
Ledger &
Times

father is Melvin Johnson of Hamlin. A great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Edna Johnson of Jerseyville,

SUPPLIES ARE MAILED DIRECTLY TO YOUR HOM
WITH NO PAPERWORK
CALL THE DIABETIC HOTLINE TOLL FREE AT:
1-800-785-3636 FOR INFORMATION

BAIR. 4gz
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Samuel Glahn
Lambert

Dream Factory plans tournament

Federation of Blind will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Lambert of
Paducah are the parents of a son,
Samuel Glahn Lambert, born on
Friday, April 20. 2001. at 7:43
a.m. at Little Miracles Birthing Center at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
The baby weighed seven pounds
three ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former
Sarah Assad.
Grandparents are Mrs. Ann
Assad of Murray and Jim Lambert and the late Betty Lambert
of Evansville. Ind.

The National federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Danny Perry, president, at 7530911.

Kids Company taking registration
HANNAH E. HINTON

Hinton
crowned
division
queen

Diana Marie
Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sullivan
of 1136 N. Market St., Lot 39.
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter. Diana Marie Sullivan.
born on Sunday, April 22, 2001,
at 10:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
14 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former Melissa Hollingsworth.
Grandparents are James and
Marie Sullivan of Mansfield, Tenn.,
and Terry and Verna Hollingsworth
of Puryear. Tenn.

Hannah Elise Hinton was
crowned queen in the 6-8 year
old age division at the Miss U.S.A.
Beauties Easter Pageant held April
7 at Murray State University Curris Center.
She received a queen trophy.
crown and Easter basket. She also
received a trophy for the Most
Beautiful in her age division, plus
a Friendship trophy and gift.
Hinton has competed in pageants since the age of six and
has received many awards. crowns
and trophies.
She is a first grade student at
Murray Elementary School and is
the daughter of Frank and Barbara Hinton.

CALL

©RIME 111414

slummy;

Subscribe
Today!
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(270) 753-9500
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Full Service Family tialou
$200
OFF Haircut w/coupon
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759-EDGE (3343)

Summer registration for Murray Middle School and Murray Elementary School Kids' Companies will start April 30 and continue
through May 18. Registration in the cafeterias at the schools will
be from 2 to 6 p.m. at Murray Elementary and from 3 to 6 p.m.
at Murray Middle. For more information contact Alisa Dillard at
753-5972, ext 172, or Peggy Chrisman at 753-5022, ext. 206.

Alpha Tau Omega plans event
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity will have a special Founders' Day
and Cannon Dedication on Saturday at the house at Main and 16th
Streets, Murray. All members and alumni are invited, according to
David Perlow, president. For information call 753-7605.

4-H Dog Camp scheduled
4-H Dog Camp will be May 18-20 at Feltner 4-H Camp, London, Ky. Applications are available at the Extension office or from
Karen Collins, Millennium Mutts Dog Club leader. Applications are
due April 26.

Housing events planned
Events for residents of Murray Housing Authority for Friday
include crafts and lunch at 11 a.m. at the Ellis Center.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
hoard room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for all
persons who have lost a child or adult by death. For information
call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain,
at 762-1274.

Glendale plans events
Events for residents of Glendale Place for Friday include Exercise at 9 a.m., Devotion at 10 a.m.. Blood Pressure checks at 2:30
p.m., and Chicken Foot Dominoes at 3:30 p.m. This is also "Wear
your Favorite Hat" day.

Prom dresses available

Hair & Tanning Spa

OPEN
MON. THEW SAT. TIE MIDNIGHT
Aerose from the Hixtorie Pogue Library

Eastwood Christian Academy, located one mile east of Murray
on Highway 94, is now accepting applications for enrollment in
grades four and five-year-old kindergarten through 12th grade for
the 2001-2002 school year. Students who register by April 30 will
receive a $25 discount for the oldest child in the family. For an
appointment call 753-7744.

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees' will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Tom's Grille,
North 12th Street. Ben Graves, librarian at Calloway County Public Library. will be the speaker. Richard Huddleston, president, urges
all members and interested persons to attend.
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MEDICARE & PRIVATE INSURANCE CAN PAY FOR YOUR
DIABETIC SUPPLIES WITH NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSI

Eastwood accepting applications

NARFE Chapter will meet
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DIABETICS

Methodist Men of Olive. Palestine and Russell Chapel United
Methodist Churches will have a ham breakfast Saturday from 6 to
10 a.m. at the Olive church. Donations will be accepted.

The Dream Factory of Murray will host an adult, coed softball
tournament, double elimination, Saturday. The entry fee is $150.
First place will pay out the entry fee. Concessions will be available,. For information call Chris Salazar at 436-2541. All proceeds
will help fund the dream of a local child.

BIRTHS
Myles Austin
McManus

Ham breakfast Saturday

t
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Behind Cracker Barrel!a

Prom or formal dresses have been collected as a special service
to high school graduates for their proms. Prom dresses in sizes 8
and 9 have been donated. Any one interested in checking on one
of these dresses call Della Outland at 753-7378 or luta Hutson at
753-7663.

You're the Greatest
Let

Jfeavenly 'Baskets

Design a custom gourmet gift basket
or balloon bouquet for the greatest
Administrative Professional — Yours!
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Local students' works
winners in art show

ENGAGEMENT

Chrism Johnson and Shane Schroader

Johnson and Schroader
wedding to be May 25
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Johnson of Mayfield announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Christa Michelle Johnson, to
Shane Lynn Schroader, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Schroader of
Murray.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter of Waid and Hazel Copeland
of Benton and Johnnie Johnson of Paducah and the late Fred Johnson.
Mr. Schroader is the grandson of the late Bobby and Doris
Schroader and the late Cloyce and Dolly James.
The bride-elect is a 1996 graduate of Northside Christian School
and a 2000 graduate with a bachelor's degree in business administration from Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 1996 graduate of Murray High School and
is self-employed.
The wedding will be Friday, May 25, 2001. at 7 p.m. at Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

KAPPA MEETING...Hostesses for the April meeting of the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from
left, Donna Gibbs, Peggy Billington, Evelyn Wallis and Druscilia McKinney. and not pictured. Patty Harris. Genese
Howard gave a program on "Spring Makeup." The department will have a dinner meeting on Thursday. May 3. at
6:30 p.m. at the Brass Lantern. Aurora. Hostesses will be
Martha Roberts, Susan Darnell. Dorinda Craig, Rita Henley
and Danette Jones. Members are asked to note the change
in date.

The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild is now showing the eighth
annual Youthful Impressions 2001
juried exhibition for middle and
high school students of Western
Kentucky and surrounding states.
Tai Orten, Derrick Winn, Rachel
Klapper and Shelly Martinez were
winners of the Best of Category
competition.
Orten of Calloway County High
School won first place in the twodimensional contest for high school
students with a drawing titled "Life
of a Rock Star." Nadia Sensing
of Fulton City High School placed
second with her still life drawing.
Joe McCampbell of Mayfield High
School won the juror's award for
his painting, "Just Chillin."
In the high school three-dimensional competition. Winn of Mayfield High School placed first fOr
his mask, "The Brain," and Megan
Walls of Graves County High
School won for her silver bracelet.
The juror's in high school 3-D
went to Orten for her mask sculpture.
Rachel Klapper of Murray Middle School won first in the Middle School two-dimensional competition for her drawing of a horse,
titled -Aged." Janet Specs of Lone
Oak Middle School placed second
for her photograph, "Butterfly."
Amy White of Murray Middle
School received the juror's award

for her cut-paper work, -Snow
Flakes."
The students of Murray Middle School swept the middle school
three-dimensional contest this year.
A sculpture titled "Solitary
Thought" by Shelly Martinez won
first place. Second place was
awarded to Chris Lawrence for
his paper dinosaur, "Alamosauras."
A wire sculpture, "Too Much Time
on My hands" by Taft Adams
won the juror's award for the division.
A juror's award for photography was given to Holly Lichtenberg of Lone Oak High School
for "Timely Treasures."
Doug Parish, a retired art teacher
from McCracken County, was the
juror for this year's exhibition. He
taught art in elementary, middle
and high schools for 29 years after
earning a degree from Murray
State University.
"Youthful Impressions 2001"
will be on display until May 12
at the guild gallery in the historic
Ice House, Eighth and North
Streets, Mayfield. Gallery hours
are 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Tuesday through Friday, and 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Saturday.
The Ice House is accessible to
individuals with disabilities and
admission is free.
For information call 1-270-2476971.

VOLUNTEER AWARD...Doris Alexander shows her "Good
Neighbor Citation" awarded to her by Woodmen of the
World Lodge 728 at its April meeting. Alexander has
been a volunteer three days a week tor 13 years at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She has worked thus
far for a total of 5,100 hours, according to Ethelyn
Loberger, director of volunteer services for the hospital who was present to introduce Alexander.

MADE...Tina
DONATION
Ward, far right, presented a
check from the Alumni and
Associates of Calloway County Schools to Karen Nolcox,
advisor of Calloway County
Chapter of Future Farmers
of America. Each month,
groups at CCHS have the
opportunity to enter a promotion for $50 to be used
toward the enhancement of
programs at CCHS, sponsored by Alumni and Associates.

Vinson
SPEAKER...Garth
from the Murray State University Agriculture Department discussed the process
of growing grapes at a meeting of the Kiwanis Club of
Murray.

Check Out Our
Today
Section Each
Day In The
Murray Ledger
& Times

Calloway County High
Class of 1971 plans reunion
Calloway County High School
Class of 1971 will have its 30year reunion on Saturday. June
30. Invitations have been sent to
class members.
If you are a class member and
have not received your invitation
or know of a fellow classmate
that has not received an invitation, call Terry Broach at 7536022 or Gary Raspberry at 4365557.

Also anyone interested in assisting with the reunion call Broach
or Raspberry.
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Split Decision

Henson
claims
golf title
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
RICHMOND. Ky. — Murray
State sophomore Brandon Henson
shot a blistering 5-under-par 67
Wednesday to erase a three-stroke
final-round deficit and win the 2001
Ohio Valley Conference men's golf
individual championship at The
Bull at Boone's Trace.
Henson, a native of Mayfield.
carded a 54-hole score of 207
runner-up
(70-70-67) topped
Nicholas Atzinger of Morehead
Slate by one stroke to become
the seventh Racer to be named OVC
Golfer of the Year.
The victory by Henson — who
had not broken 71 all season prior
to the OVC Championships —
helped Murray finish second in
the team competition.
MSU and Peay,
fifth and fourth
heading
into
Wednesday's final
RACERS
round, respectively, equaled the lowest team round
of the tournament with matching
282s.
But the Governors one-stroke
edge over the Racers held up,
resulting in an 865-866 victory.
MSL''s runner-up effort earned head
coach Buddy Hewitt OVC Coach
of the Year honors in this, his
41st and final season at the Racer
helm. Hewitt will retire with four
league titles to his record.
Junior Matt Stark gave Murray a second top-10 finish as the
West Lafayette, Ind. native posted a 218 (72-71-75) to land in a
three-way tie for ninth place.
Senior Jeremy Grantham tied
for 12th with a 219 (73-74-72)
as classmate Michael Calef tied
for 28th with a 226 (76-80-70).
Freshman Roger Hebert Jr. came
in 32nd at 228 (77-78-73).

Lakers, Lady Tigers earn tennis wins
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Crosstown rivals Murray and
Calloway County met on the tennis courts for the second time this
season Wednesday, splitting girls'
and boys' matches.
Murray High's Lady Tigers
defeated Calloway County 5-4 in
girls' action while the Lakers took
the boys' competition by the same
5-4 count.
The Lady Tigers (7-2) captured
four of six singles matches from
the Lady Lakers (2-6). Blair Lane
downed Julia Franklin 8-5, Megan
Haverstock blanked Rebecca Boyd
8-0, Mallory Rudolph smashed

JOSH DUNN

Haley Lynn 8-2 and Megan King
claimed an 8-5 decision over Leslie
Lynn for the MHS wins.
Kelly Taylor and Brittany Bogard were victorious for Calloway,
defeating Mandy Brown (8-6) and
Sarah Rall (8-6), respectively.
Calloway avenged the singles
losses with two doubles victories.
The team of Taylor-Franklin topped
Haverstock-Rudolph 8-4 while
Lynn-Lynn edged Rall-King 9-7.
Brown-Lane picked up the lone
Murray win, shutting out the CCHS
team of Bogard-Boyd 8-0.
The two schools split six singles matches in the boys' competition. Craig Jacobs stopped James

Querternious 8-1, Austin Webb won
over Michael Montgomery 8-2 and
Jacob Abbott beat Joseph Chapman for the Calloway wins.
Reid Johnson defeated Matt Leet
8-4, Josh Dunn claimed an 8-3
decision over Joey McDaniel and
Chase Lambert squeaked past Derek
Dillon 8-5 for the MHS victories
The Lakers (3-5) claimed the
match by winning two of three in
doubles
play.
Leet-McDaniel
dropped Dunn-Lambert 8-2 and
Webb-Abbott nailed MontgomeryChapman 8-3. The team of Johnson-Quertermous claimed Murray's
lone doubles victory, 8-6 over
Jacobs-Dillon.

KELLY TAYLOR

MSU announces 2001 football slate Rahman
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State kicks off the 2001
football season on an ambitious
note, as a season-opener at Southeastern Conference power Ole Miss
highlights this year's 10-game
schedule.
"Obviously, the Ole Miss game
gets your attention right away,"
said second-year Racer head coach
Joe Pannunzio. "But it doesn't get
any easier after that.Following the opener in Oxford,
Miss., on Sept. 1, the Racers return
home to face Gateway Conference
member Illinois State, a team led
by former MSU head coach Denver Johnson.
Murray will host the University of North Alabama on Sept. 15
before traveling to long-time rival
Southern Illinois on Sept. 22. An
open date on Sept. 29 is followed
by the start of the six-game Ohio
Valley Conference schedule.
"One of 'the things I really like
about our schedule is the fact that
we play four non-conference games.
get a week off, then get into our
conference schedule," said Pan-

2001 Racer Schedule
Dittt

Opponent

site

Sept. 1

at Ole Miss

Oxford, Miss.

Sept. 8

Illinois State

Murray, Ky.

Sept. 15

North Alabama

Murray, Ky.

Sept. 22

at Southern III.

Cardondale, III.

Oct. 6

at Tennessee Tech

Cookeville, Tenn.

Oct. 13

Eastern Kentucky

Murray, Ky.

Oct. 20

at Southeast Mc

Cape Girardeau

Nov. 3

at Tennessee State

Nasvh Ile, Tenn

Nov. 10

Tennessee-Martin

Murray Ky.

Nov. 17

at Eastern Illinois

Charleston,

Bold: Denotes Home Game
nunzio.
"Our non-conference schedule
will challenge our team, so a week
off will be welcomed before we
get into the most important part

of this season."
MSU opens its OVC slate at
Tennessee Tech, a team which finished third in the league a year
ago. Eastern Kentucky will be the

Racers' homecoming opponent on
Oct. 13 with Murray traveling to
Cape Girardeau, Mo., to take on
Southeast Missouri State the next
week.
Following the SEMO game, the
Racers will take a week off before
closing out the season with three
league games. A trip to Adelphia
Coliseum in Nashville to take on
Tennessee State and a home game
against Tennessee-Martin are the
fourth and fifth games of' the OVC
season.
MSU will close out the 2001
regular season at Eastern Illinois,
the likely preseason favorite to
win this year's conference title.
"Eastern Illinois is going to be
the favorite in our league, so we'd
obviously prefer to play them at
home," said Pannunzio, noting that
the Racers travel to Charleston
last year to take on EIU.
"However, I like the fact that
we're closing the season with them.
We'll have a young and inexperienced team, and I hope we'll get
better each week and head to
Charleston, Ill., on Nov. 17 to
play for the championship."

in auto
accident
BALTIMORE (AP) — This
was one knockout Hasim Rahman never expected.
Four days after he knocked
out Lennox Lewis with a right
hook. Rahman and his family
were thrown from an open convertible in a motorcade accident after a city-sponsored celebration for the new heavyweight champion.
None of the injuries were
serious, a hospital spokesman
said.
"Everybody's OK," Rahman
said, adding that he was "ready
to talk about the next fight."
The boxer, his wife and two
of their three children were
sitting on the back of a red
convertible when it was struck
by another car. The convertible then hit a taxi, ejecting
the Rahmans.

Spencer begins pro career with USBL's Lakeland

Ftle Photo

MOVING ON...Isaac Spencer. one of the most successful
players in MSU basketball history, will begin his pro career
Friday night with the USBL's Lakeland Blue Ducks.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the first time in four years.
Isaac Spencer will wear something other than blue and gold when
he takes the basketball floor.
The former Murray State star
will make his professional basketball debut Friday night when
the United States Basketball
League tips off its 2001 regular
season.
And Spencer hopes his first
game as a member of the Lakeland (Fla.) Blue Ducks will be
the first step toward a pro career
in either the NBA or an overseas league.
"Hopefully, this will be a stepping stone for me," Spencer said
earlier this week from the Blue
Ducks' team hotel in Lakeland.
"This is a good opportunity for
me. There's a lot of things I need
to improve on. and this (the
USBL) is the best place to do
that."
Spencer's quest for a pro career
began shortly after the completion of one of the most successful individual stints in MSU basketball history.
During his four-year MSU
career, the muscular 6-6. 220pound forward played in 125 of
a possible 127 games. leading the
Racers to a 96-31 record — which
included three Ohio Valley Conference championships and two
appearances in the NCAA Tournament.
A three-time first-team All-OVC
selection, Spencer averaged 21.6
points and 7.1 rebounds per game

Spencer for 'Higher'
Former Murray State standout Isaac Spencer
is starting his professional basketball career
with the Lakeland (Fla.) Blue Ducks of the
United States Basketball League. Here's a
look at Spencer's 4-year career with the Racers:
• Three-time first-team All-Ohio Valley Conference performer (1998-99 - 2000-01).
• Thirty-five career double-doubles.
• No. 2 all-time scorer in MSU history with
2.248 points (Jeff Martin is No. 1 with 2,484).
SPENCER
• Averaged 17.7 points and 7.6 rebounds per
game in four-years.
• Played in 125 of MSU's 127 games from
the 1997-98 to 2000-01, leading the Racers to
a 96-31 record, including three OVC championships and two appearances in the NCAA
RACERS
Tournament.
in leading Murray to a 17-12 finish during his senior year. He
finished his four-year career with
an average of 17.7 points and 7.6
boards per contest, finishing second on the school's all-time scoring list with 2.248 points.
"Playing 30-plus minutes a
game at Murray State and being
the No. 1 (scoring) option for
two or three years there gave me
a lot of confidence," said Spencer,
who spent much of his time working out with his former Racer teammates before signing a free agent
contract with Lakeland.
"I'm going to miss Murray a
lot because I made a lot of friends
and got close to a lot of people
there ... I really wanted to stay
in Murray and conduct my workouts there, hut leaving to play in
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the USBL is something I really
needed to do."
While he may be far from the
comforts of Murray and his hometown of Montgomery, Ala.. Spencer
has taken a little piece of home
with him to Lakeland — former
Jefferson Davis High School teammate Brian Williams is his roommate.
"Having Brian there with me
has made the transition a lot easier than it would have been if I
had started out with a total
stranger,- he noted.
Spencer will be reunited with
another former teammate — former Racer point guard Aubrey
Reese — on Saturday when the
Blue Ducks welcome the Oklahoma Storm to Lakeland.
"I'm looking forward to see-

mg Aubrey again," said Spencer.
"He came back to Murray State
after we finished the season, and
we worked out a little bit ...
Basically, we're just both trying
to work on our games and get
to the next level."
According to Spencer, life in
the USBL is similar to his college career, but is at a greater
level.
"In college, you're playing
against many guys who will never
play basketball again after school,"
he said. "But these guys (in the
USBL) are playing for their livelihood. It's their job, and they're
putting everything they have into
it.
"It's probably a step down (in
talent) from the NBA, but there
are guys playing here who will
be in the NBA in a couple of
years, so it's a good way to see
how you stack up against those
guys."
In addition to improving his
skills in the USBL. Spencer will
also attend the NBA's pre-draft
camps in Chicago and Phoenix.
"I want to be in good shape
for those camps," said Spencer.
"You have to take advantage of
every opportunity you have
because they don't occur vtry
often."
Spencer also hopes to return
to MSU in the near future to
complete his degree. The organizational communications major is
19 hours away from earning a bachelor's degree.
"To be able to graduate is really a goal for me," he said.
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MSU tennis teams prep for NCAAs
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
When making the T-shirts for last weekend's Ohio Valley Conference men's and
women's tennis tournaments at the Centennial SportsPlex in Nashville, Tenn.,
Murray State was curiously left out.
Big mistake.
Known for their "Decade of Dominance" — sweeping every OVC title during the 1980s — the fourth-seeded Racer
men (14-8) claimed their 15th OVC crown
and first under head coach Mel Purcell.
Meanwhile, already slighted with a
third seed in the pre-tournament coaches'
poll despite a league-best 7-1 conference
record, the Lady Racers (17-11) upset the
top two seeds en route to their third OVC
title and second for head coach Connie
Keasling.
Purcell received his first OVC Coach
of the Year honor, Keasling her third.
In addition, both Murray squads earned
automatic bids — and their first-ever trips
— to the NCAA Tournament.
"I've been hoping to go to the NCAA

Tournament since I was a freshman, and
now it's come true," said junior Maria
Alonte, whose 0-6, 6-3, 6-3 singles victory over Karmelina Rivera Sunday gave
the Lady Racers their 4-1 title match win
over top-seeded Tennessee Tech.
"It just felt like we were overlooked
coming into this tournament," said freshman Melissa Spencer, who joined junior
Kerry-Lea Glass and sophomores Cheryl
Graham and Erica Heshelman on the AllOVC Team.
"But beating the No. 1 and No. 2
seeds to win the tournament proved that
we really were the best team."
"I was not happy with the draw we
got, but I wasn't going to let the girls
know that I was mad," said Keasling,
who noted how both MSU squads claimed
the doubles point in all three rounds of
the OVC Championships.
"We struggled to find the right combinations at doubles, but we really played
well. These girls did whatever I asked of
them, and I'm very proud of them."
Junior Nikola Aracic, who captured his
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct.
W
6 700
14
Philadelphia
10
12 455
Atlanta
12 429
9
Montreal
12 .400
8
New York
13 381
8
Florida
Central Division
Pct.
12
8 600
Chicago
9 550
11
Cincinnati
9 550
11
Houston
10 500
10
Milwaukee
10 500
10
St Louis
421
11
8
Pittsburgh
West Division
Pct.
W
8 600
12
Colorado
11
9 550
San Francisco
11
524
10
Arizona
10 524
11
Los Angeles
14
7
333
San Diego
Wednesdays Games
Atlanta 11, Houston 3
Milwaukee 7. N Y Mets 2
St Louis 5, Montreal 2
Colorado 6. Chicago Cubs 5
Arizona 10, Florida 7
Philadelphia 5. San Diego 3
Cincinnati 7, San Francisco 5
Los Angeles 6 Pittsburgh 5

GB
5
5 1/2
6
6 1/2
GB
1
1
2
2
3 1/2

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
7 667
14
Boston
14
7 667
Toronto
10 .524
3
11
New York
4
11 .476
10
Baltimore
333
14
7
7
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
15
789
4
Minnesota
4
11
8 579
Cleveland
8
7
368
12
Chicago
14 .300 9 1/2
6
Kansas City
5
14 .263 10
Detroit
West Division

GB
1
1 1/2
1 1/2
5 1/2

17
10
9
7

Seattle
Texas
Anaheim
Oakland

4
12
12
14

Pct. GB
810
455 7 1/2
8
429
333 10

Wednesday's Games
Toronto 8, Texas 5
Minnesota 6, Boston 4, 10 innings
Anaheim 3, Cleveland 1
Baltimore 6. Detroit 4
Seattle 7, NY Yankees 5
Tampa Bay 5. Kansas City 3
Chicago White Sox 2. Oakland 1, 11 innings

ANNETTE STEEN
Lady Racer sophomore

second OVC Men's Player of the Year
award courtesy of a 26-5 record as the
Racers' No. 1 singles player, thinks doubles play will again be a key going into
the NCAA Tournament.
"My freshman year, we had a really
good chance to win (the OVC Tournament), but this year, there was no pressure because we were the underdogs,"
said Aracic, who joined sophomore Thi-

ago Gondim and freshman Alex Hoy ein
on the All-OVC Team. "A big thing will
be the doubles point again, but we're
able to play freely and we have the kind
of team that can win."
But the men's squad may not be concerning themselves with NCAA Tournament plans had it not been for a player
who missed the entire regular season.
Freshman Jordan Yeiser, cleared by the
NCAA Clearinghouse two days before the
()VC tourney began Friday, gave the Racers a sixth singles player and a third doubles team with classmate Zakaria Bahri.
Yeiser's presence meant that Murray
no longer had to default the No. 6 singles and No. 3 doubles match, and even
though the Racers never won at either
spot in Nashville, Yeiser's place on the
team took some pressure off his teammates to win their matches.
"Just his addition picked up our whole
morale because we weren't giving up
those points." Purcell said. "It also allowed
Zakaria to warm up for his singles match
(with a doubles match), and even though

Jordan took a heating, it boosted the
whole team."
MSU will likely face a tough firstround opponent when the men's and
women's draws are announced May 3.
The selection shows will be broadcast
over the Internet through Yahoo! Broadcast at www.NCAAchampionships.com,
with the men's show at 3 p.m. CDT and
the women's show set for 4:30 p.m.
Potential South Region first-round sites
for the women's tournament include Georgia, Ole Miss, Auburn and Tennessee, the
fourth-ranked team in the nation. The men
could possibly play at Tennessee, Florida, Georgia or South Carolina.
"I think that with this group, anything
is possible," Alonte said. "We'll be expected to be an underdog no matter who we
play, but we got a tough draw in the
conference tournament and we came together and played well."
"Murray State has always been a great
tennis program. and that (tradition) has
always kept us motivated to win one
more," Gondim said.

Lakers beat Hopkinsville 8-7
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Editor's note: This article was
inadvertently omittedfrom Wednesday's Ledger & Times. The Ledger
regrets the error
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — The
Calloway County Lakers learned
Tuesday afternoon the value of
getting their leadoff hitter on base.
Callow>ay (7-3-l) scored in every
inning its leadoff hitter reached base
as the Lakers rallied for an 8-7
triumph over Hopkinsville, defeating the Tigers for the second time
this season.

.SCHEDULE

"I'm not sure what the percentage is, but I know that you
have a good chance of scoring if
you get that leadoff hitter on base,"
said CCHS head coach Steve Smith.
"We almost rallied several times,
but we couldn't get our leadoff
hitter on base early in the game."
The Lakers struggled to find their
offensive punch early on, falling
behind Hopkinsville by a 4-1 count
after three innings of play.
But Calloway edged closer with
single runs in the fourth and fifth
innings.
Aaron Cowan drew a walk to
open the fourth, advanced to third
on a double from Josh Owen and
scored on a groundout by Josh
Sykes.

The Lakers tacked on another
run in the fifth when Charles Scott
started things with a base hit and
scored from first base on a double by, Mark Chamberlain.
Hopkinsville (7-9) matched the
Calloway production with single
runs in the bottom of the fourth
and fifth frames to lead 6-3.
But the Lakers dealt the decisive blow with a five-run sixth
inning. Three straight singles from
Brian Asher, Sykes and Scott was
followed by a walk to Chamberlain, pushing across the first run
of the inning. That set the table
for Tony Ryan, who cleared the
bases with a triple as CCHS took
an 8-6 advantage.
The Tigers drew a rtin closer

TODAY
_____
COLLEGE BASEBALL
• Lnd. Southeast vs. Murray St.
Reagan Field - 3:45 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Fulton City vs. Mw-ray
MHS Courts - 4 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Ballard Mem. vs. Calloway Co.
CCHS Field - 4:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Murray vs. Mayfield
Mayfield, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
• Calloway Co. vs. Hickman Co.
Clinton, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS

in the bottom of the ninth, but
could muster no more as Calloway held on for the one-run
win.
Smith was pleased with his
squad's work at the plate, which
produced II hits. Scott, Ryan and
Sykes each went 2-for-4.
"I thought we hit the ball well
up and down the lineup." he
explained. "We spread the wealth
a little bit. The kids at the bottom of the lineup hit the ball really well."
Chamberlain (4-0) picked up
the pitching win, allowing six
earned runs on seven hits, striking out two and issuing two walks
in the full seven innings.
Calloway returns to the field
today, playing at Hickman County before playing in a wooden bat
tournament Saturday at Murray
State's Reagan Field.

Lords of Soccer camp returns to Bee Creek
The Lords of Soccer 2001 Summer Camp has announced a return trip to
Murray's Bee Creek Soccer Complex June 25-29
Schedules for boys and girls ages 10-17 include a full-day camp ($95; 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.), a goalkeeper camp ($125; 9 a.m. to 3 pm) and a residential camp ($325 per overnight camper or 5275 per commuting camper).
Boys and girls ages 5-9 can sign up for the $75 half-day camp from 9 a.m.
to noon.
Former University of Louisville head soccer coach Victor Petroni. a 12year professional soccer player, is the camp director. For more information or
to register for these camps or UofL's striker-goalkeeper camp July 1-6. visit
the Lords of Soccer Web site at www.lordsofsoccercorn, call 502-267-2337
or E-mail Petroni at lordsofsoccerdyahoo.com
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Do Your Part to Help Stop
Underage Drinking.

case
"
$1,1
Cor%entioral Weights Or
Limit 2 Cases

• Approximately 6.8 million Americans between
the age of 12 and 20 are
"binge- drinkers, which
means they consume
five or more drinks in a
row on a single occasion.
• People who begin
drinking before age 15
are four times more likely
to develop alcoholism
than those who begin at
age 21.

LAWN & GARDEN Battery

STARTING AT
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April Is
National
Alcohol
Awareness
Month.

• 183 Cranking
Amps

With these facts in mind,
we urge you to support
efforts to prevent underage
drinking in our community.
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Shop Us Online 24 Hours at AdvanceAutoParts.com for Fast In-Store Pickup!

Uar & Crille
216 N. Fifteenth St.
Murray, KY 42071
753-1551
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Friday performance benefits WKMS

GIVE PERFORMANCE...The Living Dolls, from left, Kailey
Stone. Callie Smith and Natalie Roberts, performed recently at
the Dog and Azalea Festival, Charleston, Mo. They were part of
the parade. held a concert in the park and had a two-hour show
on the lighted dogwood azalea trail. Their shows included
Broadway, country 50s, rock and roll and gospel. They have
performed around the tri-state area and also in downtown
Paducah.

The Harper Brothers and Stone
Country will perform in concert
April 28 at 7 p.m. at the Robert
Johnson Theater on Murray State
University's campus near the corner of 15th and Olive streets.
Proceeds will benefit public radio station WKMS 91.3 FM.
WKMS is a non-profit listener-supported station broadcasting from
the campus of MSU. Admission to
the concert is $5 at the door. Doors
open at 6 p.m.
"We wanted to do this concert to
benefit the quality programming on
WKMS," said event organizer and
musician Wayne Harper.
The Harper Brothers are Wayne
Harper on vocals, harmonicas and
guitar: Bobby Harper on vocals and
bass; Brian Harper on drums; Randle Meade on lead guitar; Peter
Vanboovan on keyboards; Mark
Riemer on percussion; and Patti

and John Dublois doing lead and
background vocals. They perform a
spicy blend of blues and rock 'n'
roll.
Stone Country, the opening act,
features a traditional honky-tonk
sound, mixed with blues and western swing. The band features singer
and drummer Gary Scott; lead guitarist Arliss Scott; bassist and
singer Bobby Harper; and Wayne
Harper on guitar and harmonica.
John Griffin, host of Stateline
Blues on WKMS, will emcee the
event.
WKMS program information
and live web-stream is available at
wkms.org.
You can also call WKMS at
800-599-4737 to get a listening
guide and more information about
MSU's listener-supported public
radio station.

IN CONCERT ... Pictured are the Harper Brothers, a "blues
and rock and roll" band which will perform in concert Saturday, April 28, at 7 p.m. in the Murray State University
Robert Johnson Theater. Proceeds from the concert will
benefit public radio station WKMS 91.3 FM. Also performing will be Stone Country.

MSU'S Opera Workshop takes
stage with 'Mostly Mozart'
The Opera Workshop of Murray
State University's Department of
Music will be taking the stage of the
Performing Arts Hall Friday night,
April 27, 2001. The performance,
titled "Mostly Mozart." is directed
by Professor Norman F. Wurgler.
Featured will be scenes from Mozart operas sung by a company of
twelve singer-actors. They will be
assisted by The Choral Union and
University Chorale who will join to
sing several opera choruses, making
the total number of singers on stage
close to 80 voices!
Sung in English, the duets, trios,
and ensembles will be taken from
Mozart's most famous and wellknown operas. The Magic Flute.

The Marriage of Figaro, and Cosi
Fan Tutte. Also on the program are
opera choruses from The Gondoliers. with music by Sir Arthur Sullivan, "Anthem for Spring," the
magnificent Easter chorus from
Mascagni's Cavelleria Rusticana.
and the sparkling champagne finale
of Johann Strauss' operetta. Die
Eledermaus.
Norman F. Wurgler, MSU's Opera Workshop director, most recently directed Pirates of Penzance
at Murray State. Many of the singers in "Mostly Mozart" were a part
of that production. -We are pleased
to be able to showcase some of our
top singers performing Mozart's
brilliant music," says Mr. Wurgler.
"It has been a thrill to secthese

Entertainment
Briefs

young people work on their acting
and their singing as they prepare
their staged performances. Having
the choruses join us provides a
glimpse of another part of what
happens in opera, and together, we
make a strong statement about the
vitality and power of good music."
The -Mostly Mozart" program is
free, open to the public, and will appeal to people of all ages. The performance begins at 8:00 p.m. Friday. April 27th in the Performing
Arts Hall on the Murray State University campus.
Contact: Dr. Pamela Wurgler
762-6442 or the MSU Music Dept.
762-4288.
PERFORMS...Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten recently performed
"Praeludium and Allegro" by Fritz Kreisler as a solo during the
spring concert of the Paducah Symphony Youth Orchestra with
Douglas Van Fleet as conductor. Her accompanist was Kathy
Mowery of Murray. Elizabeth is also concertmaster of the
ensemble. She studies violin with Fairya Mellado of
Murphysboro. III., and is an eighth grade student at Murray
Middle School.
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yet.

My wife is

comins home.
She's been in the hospital,
and the house sure feels different
without her.
She deserves the best, so when they
asked me who's going to provide the
health equipment she needs at home,
I said,

"Holland Medical':

We Believe...Call Today,forf-lope Tomorrow

Rape Crisis Center
1-800-928-7273

GIVES NEW MEANING TO THE TERM

SOLID INVESTMENT.

She has a breathing problem and
Holland Medical specializes in respiratory
equipment like nebulizers and oxygen.
So I just said,

111.111.

Nu.

....aesseee

fro"'

-

"Hollan d.
II

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
.270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1.8002274125

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
279442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223-4947

Holland Medical is on call twenty four
hours a day, so I don't have to worry..
And neither does she.
BUY A NEW ARCTIC CAT ATY AND GET YOUR CHOICE:

Take my advice, when the time comes,
it makes sense to just say,

"Holland.

Save
up to

$400•

or

Warn*
winch
for $69"

I
or

A free 2-year
extended
service

contract•'

You don't need to say anything more.
vra"

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assigrunertt

Now is the best time to buy a new Arctic Car ATV As a marl,
of fact, when you buy now, you can choose from three greai
deals Aside from the deals, you get a durable, hard-working
ATV that has superior rack capacity.
'iuspensron travel and much more

Holland Medical Equipment
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
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LOS ANGELES(AP) — VH I is
getting behind the music — and replacing a lot of it with comedies and
dramas.
The cable network announced it
plans to debut a slate of original
programming over the next year
that includes scripted series, reality
shows and feature-length films.
"We tried really hard to make
sure that all our new shows are fundamentally about music," said Lauren Zalaznick, head of original programming at the music channel.
Among the new programs is the
drama "Pulling the Strings," which
stars James Brolin as a beleaguered
entertainment mogul. Brolin will
co-produce the show with his wife,
Barbra Streisand.
Other shows include the animated "Camp Chaos," which will
parody chart-topping musicians;
"Hit Men," a drama about the mob
and the music business, produced
by KISS frontman Gene Simmons;
and "Devil's Music" about an apostate of hell who persuades musicians to sell their souls for success.
The network also is planning TV
movies based on the lives of MC
Hammer and rockers Def Leppard,
and a battle-of-the-bands show
called "Cover Wars."
NEW YORK(AP) — Talk about
having good DNA.
Actor Alex Martin is following
in the footsteps of his grandfather,
Dean Martin, and his father, actorsinger Dean Paul Martin.
The 28-year-old's acting career
is on the rise, with his biggest role
yet as a member of the boy-band
spoof DuJour in the movie "Josie
and the Pussycats."
Martin tells People magazine in
the April 30 issue that his grandfather and father, who died in a 1987
plane crash, "were like gods to me
when I was growing up." He recalls
being a 7-year-old in awe of his
grandfather, who died in 1995 at
age 78.
"He was always sitting on the
couch watching golf," Martin says,
"and it took me about an hour to get
up the courage to crawl across the
couch to him. Not because he was
Dean Martin, but because he was.
you know, the gruff grandfather. I
ended up falling asleep in his lap."
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County schools
find disabilities
Murray Independent School Dis- have a disability and need special
trict and Calloway County Schools education.
Any information the districts colhave ongoing Child Find systems,
which are designed to find any child lect through Child Find is mainor youth, age birth up to 22 years, tained confidentially.
Parents, guardians, or eligible
who may have a disability and need
special education. This includes students have the right to file a
children and youth who are not in complaint with the U.S. Department
school or those who are in school of Education related to perceived
but are not receiving the special failures by a district to comply with
sophoshows
education they need to have an ap- confidentiality requirements. The
SHOWING OFF...MHS senior Sarah Greene
address is Family Policy and Regupropriate public education.
class
her
Kimmel
how
mores Mary Schneiderman and Abbye
Independent
lations
Office, U.S. Department of
Murray
The
correspond
to
to
classroom
has decorated the walls of their
Education, Washington, P.C.,
Calloway
County
and
Schools
the periods of English literature.
Schools will make sure any child or 20202.
Written policies and procedures
youth that has a disability, regard-have
been developed which deis
less of how severe the disability,
provided and appropriate public scribe the districts' requirements reeducation at no cost to the parents garding the confidentiality of per-sonally identifiable information and
of the child or youth.
Parents, relatives, public and pri- Child Find activities. There are copvate agency employees, and con- ies in the principal's office of each
cerned citizens are urged to help the school, and the Board of Education
CUMBERLAND, Ky. (AP) -49:15-16: "I will not forget you ... I school districts finds any infant, office. Copies describing these poliChristians are showing a new bold- have carved you on the palm of my toddler, child, or youth who may cies and procedures may be obhave a disability and need special tained by contacting each district's
ness in the Bible Belt, challenging hand,"
The chapel, called a quiet room education and related services. The respective director of pupil personseparation of church and state as
by school officials, was the brain- districts need to know the name and nel at above addresses.
they stand up for what they believe.
The District offices are open
In Kentucky, residents have child of Don Disney, a retired coal age. or date of birth of the child or
Monday
through Friday, from 8:00
phone
the
name,
address,
and
youth;
at
a
for
students
a
chapel
opened
miner and member of the school's
high school in Harlan County, rais- advisory council. But the commu- of the parent or guardian; the possi- a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
If you know of someone who
ing the ire of the American Civil nity was involved in creating it in ble disability; and other information
to determine if special education is may need this notice translated to
Liberties Union, which is already an unused janitorial closet.
another language, given orally, or
fighting to have displays of the Ten
A local contractor donated time needed.
delivered in some other manner,
phone
calls
are
some
Letters
and
Commandments removed from pub- and material to repair and paint the
please contact the Director of Pupil
ways
the
districts
collect
the
of
the
lic buildings in the state.
walls. A carpet store donated carThe Rev. James Merritt, presi- peting for the floor. A church do- information needed. The informa- Personnel of the Director of Special
dent of the Southern Baptist Con- nated three padded pews for stu- tion the school districts collect all Education at the addresses listed
vention and pastor of First Baptist dents to sit on. The chapel also con- be used to contact the parents of the above for each district offices.
Church in Snellville. Ga., says he tains a pulpit and altar. The school child or youth and find out if the
expects Christians to continue their board attorney described the fur- child or youth needs to be evaluated
or referred for special education
efforts.
nishing as benches and a podium.
services.
"Practically every religion is
David Friedman, general council
If you know of a child or youth
square
except
welcome in the public
for the ACLU of Kentucky, said if
Christianity, and every religious fig- the quiet room is devoid of religious who lives in Murray or Calloway
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The Board
ure is welcome in the public square inferences, then there would un- County, who may have a disability,
needed serv- of Directors has declared a quarnot
receiving
and
is
except Jesus Christ," Merritt said.
likely be a legal issue over it. "What
Merritt said Christians are react- you can't have is something that fa- ices, bring telephone number or terly dividend of $.50 per share
ing to increased hostility toward vors religion in its usage or its look send the information to each dis- on Union Planters Corporation
trict's respective director of special (NYSE:UPC) Common Stock.
them and their faith.
and content,- Friedman said.
Additionally, the Board of DtreL. education
at Murray Board of Edu"That has fostered a new boldAcross the South, religious symness on the part of Christians to say bols and practices have appeared in cation, 203 S. 13th Street, Murray. tors declared a quarterly dividend
KY or Calloway County Board of of $.50 per share on Union Planters
we have as much right to have our public places.
Education, 2110 College Farm Corporation 8% Series E Preferred
ideas shared as anyone else," he
Stock.
Don Disney, who said he was led Road, Murray, KY.
said.
Both dividends are payable May
Child Find activities will conIn Cumberland. the high school by God to create the chapel, said the
chapel was locked shut last week ACLU will have a difficult time tinue throughout the school year. As 15, 2001, to shareholders of record
after the ACLU questioned its con- finding someone in Cumberland part of these efforts, each district on May 1, 2001.
stitutionality. It reopened on Mon- willing to be named as a plaintiff in will use screening information, student records, and basic assessment
day under pressure from local resi- a lawsuit to close it.
dents. School officials removed a
"There is no preacher here, no information collected on all chilframed drawing of a hand with a priest," he said. "This is a place for dren and youth in the district to help
locate those children and youth who
paraphrased reference to Isaiah students to come to be alone."

HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR
JERRY W. AND MICHELLE JONES
740 HWY. 140 W • PURYEAR,TN 38251

731-247-3337
1100% Natural, Doctor Recommended, Money Back Guarantee
For Products www.health-e-me.net
or
Business Opportunity www.mone%makerdot.com

TERM

Kentucky school
chapel to reopen

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

180-364
Days

,

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

$2500

10 Months

4.45%

24 Months

4.00% $1000

36 Months

4.25% $1000

$2500

60 Months 4.25%

$1000

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
0 yields are effective April 25, 2001.

Bank sets
dividends

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Banking Center: 12th & Chestnut
South Banking Center: 12th & Story • Kroger Banking Center
Hazel: 405 Main St_ Hazel
Phone: 767-BANK

READ THE LEDGER FOR ALL YOUR LOCAL NEWS
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MSU Organic Pasteurization Plant

We have in the last few weeks opened every box of furniture
our warehouse and all is on display. You may now shop t

n•
•4.2.

will have

main store plus next door in our warehouse for values un
of in our business.

COMPOST FOR SALE
Behind the MSU Dairy on
College Farm Rd.

• Plus if weather permits the parking lot will be full!
- Eve item in this huge inventory will be special priced for inimed
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APRIL 28 • 9 A.M. - 1 P.M.
MAY 5 • 9 A.M. - 1 P.M.
MAY 19 • 9 A.M. - 1 P.M.
MAY 26 • 9 A.M. - 1 P.M.

Stop by & see
for yourself
Odd Love Seat
`1494.1,

Executive Desks
Cherry Finish

Add Organic Matter To Your Garden or Lawn
Just Come By!

(270)759-1744
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Fenton Art Glass
Family Signing Event ...
Meet George Fenton,
grandson of the founder,
and get your purchases signed.
Also available, a Cranberry
Opalescent Vase, handmade exclusively for
Fenton Family Signing Events.
• Sign up to win a special door prize!
• Watch the Fenton factory tour on video!
• Enjoy meeting other avid Fenton collectors!
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Hoodcrallt.1 Glass Aritstry 500e 1905

yob

Mineral Wells Shopping Ctr.• Paris, TN

May 5,4 p.m.-7 p.m.

$299
*399
'Less than actual
factory cost'

Many-Many
items to
numerous to list
will be sold at
pennies on the
dollar!

• Living
Room Sets
• Entertainment
Centers
• Dining
Room Sets
• Sofa
Sleepers

-EXTRA BONUS-

YEAR FRE
FINANCIN
ANY PURCHASE
VER '500 AND TAKE A
FULL YEAR TO PAY

NO INTEREST
PAYMENT
1
All sizes of odd mattress sets will be sold
on the spot - Sets Starting At
.78

7 Pc. Oak Dining
Room Sets
sunburst table
and 6 press pack
chairs

488
3 Pc. Modern
Coffee & 2 End
Tables
black

$149 ,et
Glider Rockers
with Matching
Ottoman

'99
4 Colors to
Choose

• Bedroom

Suites
• Curios
• Coffee &
End Tables
• Sofa
Tables

illE811111111011
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302 North Main • Benton, Kentucky knfillS
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RETURN PROGRAM CAR
Ji1111.--MOIL
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SA
LE
NO HASSLE PRICING

Abe

ONE PRICE SALE!!!
Sale Dates Fri., Sat. & Mon.
April 27, 28& 30
HOURS.
9 a.m.-7 p.m. Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday
9-6 Monday
AWARD WINNERS...Pictured are the MES P1/P2 students who received awards at the Pajama
Party during Dr. Seuss celebration. Certificates were given to the top 3 readers in each class.

Owensboro comes to terms
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Owensboro officials and members
of the NAACP have reached a tentative agreement they hope will end
months of protesting over the shooting death of a black motorist by a
city police officer.
But neither side will give details
of the agreement until they have
settled on the wording, said Kenny
Riley, president of the local chapter
of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
"I think we're going to get somewhere," Riley said. "This goes a
long way toward a positive end. I
think things are headed down the
right road."
The agreement was reached during a two-hour closed meeting.
Members of the media were asked
to leave before the meeting began
Wednesday. When Riley called for
the meeting to be open, city official
refused.
One city commissioner said the
mayor and city manager even asked
him to leave so there wouldn't be a
quorum, avoiding the requirement
of an open meeting.
Protesting began in November
after Tyrone Clayton Jr., 22, was
shot to death by Owensboro police
Officer,Lorhn Frazier.
A Daviess Coynty grand jury reviewed the case April 4 and chose
not to indict Frazier. An internal
Owensboro Police Department investigation concluded Frazier
should not be disciplined for the
shooting.
Riley and other NAACP members and civil rights activists met
with Mayor Waymond Morris, City
Manager Ron Payne, Commissioner

TVA board
gets new
member

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - -U.S. Rep. John Duncan Jr. is backing former state Sen. Bud Gilbert to
fill a vacancy on the three-member
board overseeing the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Gilbert. 44, is a Knoxville lawyer and Harvard law school graduate who has worked with municipal
utilities that use TVA power.
Gilbert also chaired the state
Senate Environment. Conservation
and Tourism Committee during an
eight-year legislative career and
was named legislator of the year by
the Tennessee Conservation
League.
Duncan. a Knoxville Republican,
said Gilbert's experience with energy and environmental matters
would benefit TVA. the country's
largest public utility.
Gilbert, who left the Legislature
in 1998, said he was "honored to be
on the short list" for a vacancy on
the TVA board.
Meantime. U.S. Rep. 7,.,Lti
Wamp of Chattanooga is supporting
former Hamilton County air pollution control director J. Wayne
Cropp of Hixson.
U.S. Rep. Bill Jenkins of Rogersville and several state House members are backing state Rep. Keith
Westmoreland of Kingsport. and
Tennessee Gov. Don Sundquist is
supporting Nashville lawyer Justin
Wilson, his top policy adviser.
U.S. Sens. Fred Thompson and
Bill Frist. both Tennessee Republicans, have yet to make a recommen
dation.
TVA Chairman Craven Crowell.
a Democrat, retired April 16 with a
year left on his nine-year term. But
the White House appears in no
hurry either to name a new chairman or recommend a nominee to
fill his board seat.
Glenn McCullough and Skila
Harris have the other two seats on
the board.

Olive Burroughs and Police Chief
Allen Dixon.
At the same time, across town at
City Hall, the Rev. Louis Coleman,
a civil-rights leader from Shelbyville, and the Rev. Larry Lewis,
pastor at Zion Baptist Church, were
leading a group of about 20 people
in a sit-in at the building's lobby.
Coleman's group arrived at City
Hall just before 4 p.m. expecting a
meeting with Morris. The group
prayed for justice, sang hymns and
carried signs that read, "Let's weed
out our bad, so our police department can grow." A young boy held
a sign that said."Keep me safe."
They were met by Payne, who
said the mayor would meet with
Coleman alone, but not the entire
group. Coleman refused the offer,
calling the actions of Payne and
Morris "arrogant."

"I thought we were all going to
go up to see the mayor," Coleman
said. "This is a sad, sad state of affairs."
City officials made sure none of
the group would make it to Morris'
office. The elevator was turned off,
and the entrances to the each floor
of the building, accessible from the
stairwell, were locked.
Payne. Burroughs and Commissioner Bill Van Winkle stood behind a counter in the lobby watching the group. Then, shortly before
5 p.m., lights began to be turned off
and all employees left out a back
door while the protesters remained
inside.

'Prices & Payments On Windshield
'Financing On The Spot
'Extended Service Contract Available

.54LE PRICE$7,627

•

*S1,127 Cash Down Or Trade Equity
60 Months 9.900 With Approved
Credit Plus Tax. Title & License.

'139Month*
1999 Chevrolet Metro 4 Door LSI
41*

29xxx Mlles
Stock #00965

,
4r "*4•,fill Units Below $0 Down
JustPay Tax & License
1999 Metro - 2 to choose from $7,627.00
Monthly Payment$162
1999 Cavalier - 8 to choose from $8,667.00
Monthly Payment$184
1999 Sunfire - $9,392.00

"He (Morris) is the may 01 and
we are citizens of Owensboro," said
Dick Blanton. an NAACP board
member who attended the protest.

Monthly Payment$200
2000 Cavalier - 6 to choose from $9,836.00
Monthly Payment$209
1999 Prizm - 3 to choose from $9,872.00

,47
WAN 4

Monthly Payment$210
1999 Sable - $10,784.00

SPR/IV

Monthly Payment$229
1999 Malibu - 2 to choose from $10,814.00
Monthly Payment$230

. .w-

.,1

2000 Corolla - $11,777.00

i

Monthly Payment$250

Visit KY State
Park Golf Courses
lienlake State Park Lake Barkley State
Golf Course
Resort Golf Course
542 Kenlake Rd.
Hardin, KY 42048
800-325-0143

US 68W
Cadiz, KY 42211
270-924-1131

KY Dam Village State
114 Park Golf Course
US 641
Gilbertsville, KY 42044
800-325-0146

..7111C3)

1999 Grand Am - 2 to choose from $11,844.00
Monthly Payment$252
2000 Malibu - 3 to choose from $11,934.00
•

Monthly Payment$254

•

2001 Corolla - 2 to choose from $12,916.00
Monthly Payment$274
2000 Grand Am - 2 to choose from $13,569.00
Monthly Payment$288

*I

2000 Alero - 2 to choose from $13,584.00

ow
•
•Oa°

4141r1=-.0

Monthly Payment$289
1999 Camry - 3 to choose from $13,856.00
I•

Monthly Payment$294
2000 Impala - 8 to choose from $13,986.00
Monthly Payment$297

b
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...4.0
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.
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•
GREEN FEE
••
•
•
with coupon
1 Bent Green Grass • Public Welcome II

1999 Safari - $15,736.00
Monthly Payment$334

gon ISMB =I we

18 Holes -110-200 Yards

2000 Monte Carlo - $16,726.00
Monthly Payment$355
2000(rown Victoria - $16,968.00
Monthly Payment$360
1999 Chevrolet Pickup 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab 2wd
$18,821.00
Monthly Payment$400

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER
‘1From Hwy. 641, turn W. at Skating Kin
Mile - Murray, KY • 753 1152
•
•
•
•• •
4111P411.

widiffir

Trade-Ins Accepted/Appraiser On Site
Sirloin
Stockade 14
Hertz
Sale

LOCATION:
Glenslale Rd

BP
Glendale
Church of
:Christ

A

Me

Former Piggly Wiggly
Parking Lot
641 South
(Across from Murray BP)
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Hospitality seminar held here

BUILDING A VOLCANO...CCHS students in science class
explained the model of the volcano they recently built as a project in science.

community and region and provided
information about Wrather West
Ky. Museum, West Ky. Exposition
Center, Regional Special Events
Center, Miller Golf, Sullivan's
Golf, Hazel Antiques. Playhouse in
the Park and Land Between the
Lakes.
In addition, she stressed the importance of first impressions and
hospitality in the tourism industry,
of which Shoney's Inn is a vital
part.
The Murray Tourism Commission realizes how important it is that
hotel front-line staff, including desk
clerks and other personnel who
would be in regular contact to visitors in the community, be knowledgeable about Murray. The training seminar was implemented to

The Murray Tourism Commission hosted the first of a series of
hospitality seminars for the season
for local hotel desk clerks, April 12,
at Shoney's Inn. Those in attendance from Shoney's Inn were
April Piper, Monica Evans, James
Morris, James Cargill and Mike
Cannon.
Judy Gargus, executive director
of the Murray Tourism Commission, instructed the Shoney's Inn
desk clerks on how to answer frequently-asked questions and how to
give directions. Gargus also gave a
presentation on the attractions in the

better educate those who are in con- partners in the hospitality industry.
tact with visitors to the community.
"I am glad Shoney's Inn Rik adDonna Apple, manager of vantage
of an opportunity to further
Shoney's Inn, was excited about the
educate its motel personnel about
seminar. "People come in to Murray
our community," she said.
for so many reasons, especially for
After attending the seminar April
events at the Expo Center and RePiper, desk clerk, said, I didn't realgional Special Events Center. It is
ize that tourism was such a large inimportant that my staff be trained
about the activities taking place in dustry in Murray. I learned a lot of
things today, including information
Murray and the attractions we have
about
Playhouse in the Park and
to offer.
other attractions and activities, that
"Opportunities like this (seminar) are vital in the hospitality in- I will be happy to pass along to my
dustry and I was glad to get the guests."
Gargus will be hosting hospitalchance to for my staff to hear how
they are an important part of tour- ity seminars at other local motels
ism, Kentucky's third-largest indus- over the next couple of months.
Any other organization wishing to
try," Apple said.
Gargus emphasized that the mo- hold a seminar may contact Gargus
tels and the tourism commission are at 759-2199.

LOOK!
11
TIME
Summer
telecourses
offered
at the New Daewoo's
2000 Lanos

2000 Nubira CDX S/W

Stock #1009 & 1011;3 Doors, 1 6 DOHC, Spd., A/T,
Deep Bluish Green & Galaxy White

Stock #2001

UST 15,995

10,599
FACTORY DISCOUNT s750"
UST

00
$
DAEWOO OF MURRAY DISCOUNT 775

$o n7A
PURCHASE PRICE

AP

• Discovering Psychology covers
KET college credit telecourses
allow students to study at home, the fundamental principles and maeven though distance and time jor concepts of psychology and inmight separate them from higher troduces students to leading reeducation institutions. Registration searchers in working laboratories.
• Literary Visions brings literais now in progress at most particiture
to life with dramatizations of
and
unipating Kentucky colleges
versities for KET's summer 2001 individual works and readings of littelecourses, which begin airing Sun- erary passages from short fiction,
day, June 10. To date, more than poetry and drama.
100,000 enrollees have participated
• Personal Finance & Money
in KET's telecourse program.
Management teaches the basics of
Telecourses offer flexibility and budgeting and buying; the intricaconvenience to people who are cies of home ownership, income
home with children or have sched- and investments; and the wise use
ule conflicts. Course assignments of insurance, wills and trusts.
• The Sociological Imagination
can be completed at the students'
students to think creachallenges
own pace because they have the option to record the televised pro- tively and critically about themgrams for viewing whenever and selves and their social worlds.
• A World of Art gives students
wherever it is convenient for them.
These fully accredited telecourses greater insight into art by showing
are facilitated by campus instructors that the creative process involves
who may or may not require a few critical thinking and problem solvon-campus sessions. Textbooks and ing relevant to students' lives.
The following colleges and unitelecourse study guides can be purversities are offering credit for some
chased at campus bookstores.
Students may choose from five or all of the Summer 2001 KET
undergraduate telecourses this sum- telecourses: Eastern Kentucky University, Kentucky State University.
mer.

FACTORY DISCOUNT $1,500
DAEWOO OF MURRAY DISCOUNT $1,369

13 126

PURCHASE PRICE $

Complete Service Center
Serving All Makes& Models
Ai Conditioning Specialist
2000 Leganza CDX
Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM/Cassette,6 Disc CD Changer, 6 Way Power
Leather Interior, Power SunrooT Alloy Wheels, 5 To Choose From

LIST

OIL CHANGE

Most

s19,615

FACTORY DISCOUNT $2,000
DAEWOO OF MURRAY DISCOUNT $1,877

2fit

Si
PURCHASE PRICE

alb AriP /

"Murray's ONLY Locally-Owned
and Operated Parts Store"

Cars

Since 1941

With FREE Car Wash
Monday thru Friday

• Wholesale Auto and Truck
Parts & Supplies

WJP

• Machine Shop Service
Gerald Cooper
It A

/

Peoide

II Name o't< 7:aet

MURRAY
Am.
4NAPAIAIM

PANS

of Murray
1102 Chestnut Street • Murray • 759-8010
(Across from Wendy's)

1300 N. 12th St.• Murray • 753-4424

MURRAY'S

UNIVERSITY
PLAZA

3 BIG DAYS!
Fri., April 27
Sat., April 28
Sun., April 29

latEl

ON CHESTNUT STREET

BIGGEST TENT SALE! STOREWIDE SAVINGS OF
75%
UP TO ir
Dcors't

OFF!
t!

50%

Up To

AND MORE

INSIDE & OUTSIDE

Pierl Hhlports®
"The Most Unique Men's Store"

Open *Sunday 1:00-5:00 *Monday Friday 9:00-6:011 'Saturday 9:00-5:00

Morehead State University, Murray
State University, Northern Kentucky University, University of
Louisville, Elizabethtown Community College. Jefferson Community
College, Madisonville Community
College, Maysville Community
College, Owensboro Community
College, Paducah Community College, Prestonsburg Community College and Southeast Community College.
To receive a telecourse schedule
guide with each institution's registration dates and location, call KET
at (800) 432-0970. More information about telecourses can also be
at
on-line
obtained
http://www.ket.org/telecourses.

Forum here will
feature Missy
Jenkins talk
Missy Jenkins made national
news in December 1997 when she
was shot at her Paducah. Ky.. high
school. The experience left Jenkins
in a wheelchair.
More than three years later,
Jenkins. now a student at Murray
State University, is determined that
her experience will make a difference in the lives of other students.
She will bring her inspiring story
and ideas on how to eliminate bullying to a community forum on
Thursday. May 10. at 7 p.m.
The forum, sponsored by the
Community Healthcare Foundation
as part of an on-going effort to promote the health and safety of children in this area, will be held at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and Wellness Center. located at 716
Poplar St. The community is invited
to attend this free event.
During Jenkins' visit, she will
also speak to junior and senior high
school students at both Calloway
County and Murray city schools.
Jenkins says she has been sustained by faith, family and friends.
and her story has been featured on
ABC's "Good Morning America."
"She is an inspiring young lady
who has turned a tragic experience
into something positive," said
MCCH President Ike Coe.

Big Brothers/
Big Sisters
make difference
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Murray-Calloway County is asking for
empty Ink Jet cartridges. May 19,
for "Make A Difference Day."
The cartridges can be brought to
the Stewart Stadium parking lot between 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
For more information, call 759BBBS.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY'
Pick 3:
4-5-8
Pick 4:
7-4-8-0

EN'ENINC
Pick 1 :
4-4
Pick 4:
4-4-4-8
Lotto:
I 20-24.37 1:
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Price awarded
with scholarship

SPECIAL HELPER.. William Winchester, 131 student at MES,
helps Jean Groves with the Pet Therapy dog, Clifford, as he
visited all PI/P2 classes at at MES. Groves read "Go Dog Go,"
a Dr. Seuss book.

Matthew Price was recently
named as one of the first Dr. Loman
C. Troyer Rural Scholars. As a Troyer Rural Scholar, Price will receive
$3,000 per year in support of his
education as he completes his 3rd
and 4th years of medical school in
Madisonville with the University of
Louisville's Off Campus Teaching
Center at the Troyer Foundation.
Price grew up in Murray and is a
graduate of Calloway County High
School of Murray State University.
He is the son of Richard and Rita
Price of Murray.
Matt Price and his wife, Monica,
and their 2 year old son. Kamden,
will he moving from Louisville to
Madisonville this spring.
Price credits his shadowing experience with several rural physicians in gaining an appreciation for
providing services in rural areas.
Price's leadership skills and community service are demonstrated in
his service as Treasurer of the UofL's OB/GYN Club and President
of the UofL's Kentucky Medical
Association-Medical Student Section.
This year the KMA group was

eslablish/The
ori
ksince 1879

YESTERDAY.

HOROSCOPE

nominated for a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation award for volunteer
efforts with the Kentucky Chile
Health Insurance Program. Matt is
also involved with the KMA's State
Legislative Activities Committee
and is very active as a peer counselor for teens with Diabetes.
Beginning in 1998, the Off Campus Teaching Center was created as
a joint initiative between the Troyer
Foundation and the University of
Louisville's Medical School.
"The OCTC provides our students with first-class clinical training while allowing them to experience first hand a great small town
experience," said William Crump,
M.D., associate dean for the program.
Founded in 1953, the nonprofit
Troyer Foundation has grown into
an integrated health care delivery
system providing a broad range of
health care services to a large and
diverse population throughout
Western Kentucky. Local faculty
for the Off Campus Teaching Center include physicians who practice
in the Foundation 's Regional Medical Center, a 410 bed community
teaching hospital providing care to
patients from 26 different counties,
as well as the 100 plus multi-specialty physicians who staff the Troyer Clinic and its ten satellite clinics.

Chrysler
recalls new
minivans
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
— The Chrysler arm of DaimlerChrysler AG announced Wednesday a voluntary recall of some new
minivans, citing a possible front
suspension problem.
Nearly 11,000 customers are affected by the recall of the 2001
Chrysler Town & Country, Chrysler
Voyager. Dodge Caravan and
Dodge Grand Caravan minivans
built between March 22 and April
21.
Owners of recalled vehicles are
urged not to drive them.
Tfiere have been no reported accidents or injuries. Chrysler said.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday, Apnl VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Respond to priorities and don't
27, 2001:
Often, you get frustrated with those hold- worry so much about what is going on at
ing the purse strings. Learn to deal with home. You can't be in two places at once.
this person or institution rather than An inventive idea helps you clear out
struggling. If you use your natural work efficiently, if you are focused.
charm, you'll gain. Often you react to sit- Network in the afternoon. Return all
uauons by taking them personally. That calls. Tonight: Join the throngs of people.
is not always the case Communication LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
flourishes this summer You'll make new **** Push to get needed information.
friends and network in a new romance. If Someone might not understand exactly
you are attached, your relationship what you are asking. Rephrase your
improves when you decide to lighten up. question. Avoid office gossip; deal with a
Don't get into control games or power boss head-on, if need be. You will be
plays with your sweetie. Accept differ- respected for your forthright attitude. Be
ences as well as similarities. CANCER pivotal and bnng others together.
Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
bnngs out the best in you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll **** Curb spending,. especially if
Have. 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3- you are trying to impress someone. Your
unusual skills and personality impress
Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
this person far more. Express your point
of view and help others to see the errors
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
in their thinking. Laughter and humor
**** What appears as a friendly jolt help everyone relax. Tonight: Opt for a
early on helps you get motivated. Find a mental escape.
dear friend and confirm weekend plans
as soon as you can. If possible, work SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
from home. Otherwise, don't lose your **** Though you might think you
objective to clear out work. Give up any are just being "you," others find you
tendencies to be a work addict! Tonight: unusually assertive. Bone up on youi
diplomatic style and start using it.
Now, to the weekend!
Practice on a dear fnend or co-worker,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your bullish need for stabili- and both of you will enjoy enhanced rapty often makes you identify a situation as port. Discuss a hot money issue. Tonight:
stable when it isn't. Your temper could Go for a close encounter.
flare when dealing with a partner over CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
funds. Stay cool. Use the afternoon to *** Work through frustration by dig.
return calls, clear your desk and perhaps ging into the project at hand. Discussing
make special plans. Feel good about feelings with someone who understands
what you accomplish. Tonight: Let down you might prove to be helpful. A close
your hair.
fnend or family member invites you
along. Let go of your worries and start
socializing. Tonight: Let the good times
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You soar like an eagle this roll.
morning. Your vision cuts through
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
unnecessary details. Others react to your AQUARIUS
Your playful imagination
*
**
*
*
streamlining of a project. Instead of
and resolves it. Pat
going up in smoke, relax and explain focuses on a problem
back. To accomplish
the
yourself
on
your logic. Others calm down with
desire, you might need to
understanding. Tonight: Treat another to what you
calls and return them later.
your
screen
munchies.
Popularity soars. Say yes to a co-workCANCER (June 21-July 22)'
Tonight: Play the night
*** Direct frustration where it can er's Invitation.
away.
make a difference. Concentrate on one PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
task at a time. By focusing you avoid a *** Deal with someone's bad mood
tendency to be accident-prone. By late by going along with a request. For now.
afternoon, you'll mellow out, and so will keep your thoughts to yourself, as you
your world. What a relief! Smile and oth- might not get the results you desire if you
ers smile back. Tonight: TGIF.
open up. Let your ideas bubble forth with
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
fnends after work, when you are more
***** Aim for more of what you relaxed. Buy a card for a friend or loved
want and need. Consider your options one Tonight. Let the fun begin.
carefully when a child or creative partner
flares. Don't feel as if you must respond
one way or the other Close your door in BORN TODAY
the afternoon if you want to accomplish Playwright August Wilson (1945),
anything. Screen calls, too. Tonight: President Ulysses S. Grant (1822), singer
Sheena Easton (1959)
Happily vanish.

21)44;
10
TODAY.
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Sale Erica Mother s Day.
:

ag,niappe
NURSERY
"That little something extra"

77/6et7
HOPKINSVILLEFEDERALBANK
608 MAIN STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270-753-7921 • FAA: 270-753-7977
HOPKINSVILLE • MURRAY. CADIZ • ELKTON • BENTON
U.S.,.

FOIL

•

feu"

NOV14"

11010"

2596 Brinn Rd.• Murray, KY
(corner of North 16th & Poor Farm Rd.)
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.• 759-3695
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270-753-1916

CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

= Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Da)
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Legal Notice

150

Articles For Sale

020

Notice

155

Appliances

025

Personals

Home Furnishings

030

Financial

160
165

040

Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found

180

Help kanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

195
200
210

Sports Equipment

100
110

Business Opportunity

220

Musical

Electronics

260

120

270

130

Computers
Appliance Parts

280

Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent

140

Want To Buy

285

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

050
060
070
090

010
Legals

I

New Summer Hours:
Starting May 1st
Tuesday through Friday
10am-2pm & 5pm-8pm
Closed on Monday
TIRED of
Advertising Hassles?
Experienced Advertising /
Public Relations professional seeking part-time employment on Tuesdays
and Thursdays
Call 436-2698

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

‘11

But, Don't Forget Our Saturday Night Fis.
Buffet with Catfish Fiddlers, Fillets and
Lemon-Pepper Fillets!
COME ON BY!!

GOLF AT
'I*,
.'- 11111E TEPINESSEAN
The Tennessean Golf Club has been ranked by 6,
Digest (May issue) as the 6th -Best golf course
Tennessee", in addition to be selected as the 7th
"Best new affordable public course in America"
(January issue) Play this Championship Course for
only $30 (includes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50
plus tax A

020

Notice

•

NOW OPEN!

.
•
.
You Are Invited To A
at the

FRIENDSHIP
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Gospel Singing
Friday, April 27, 7:30 p.m.
Gospel Meeting
Saturday, April 28, 7:30 p.m.
Josh Herndon
Sunday, April 29, 10:00 a.m.
Matt Price

West
Kentucky
Recycling

Evening Service, 7:30 p.m.
Jon Ernestburger

co

906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield. KY
510S 4th Street • Murray, KY

4

6

Murray
(270)767-9295

Don't Forget
About Our
Mother's Day
Letters!

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

ORDER FORM
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City of Murray2001-2002 City Auto Stickers
t

7etteot9 Warn./

Nanie

Mother's Day is the perfect time' to tell Moil ,
just how much you love her

Mailing Address _

Auto Information - $35.00 Each Vehicle

Plate No.

495

Vans

425

Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

500
510

Used Trucks
Campers

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

Lake Property
Lots For Sale

530

Services Offered

Wed.

p.m.

560

Free Column

440

Dear Morn.
Here's to the best
mother anyone could
Happy
for.
hope
Mother's Day!

DOOR to door sales
PT/FT Reliable transportation required, neat appearance. Afternoon 8. evening
hours. Pays well, commission only. 1-888-663-7774
DRIVERS needed
Home weekends
All Conventional tractors
For more info. Call
270-345-2289
Or
270-841-1467

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

HOME LOANS/MONEY
TO LEND
*HOME LOANS FAST'
Credit problems OK' Bank
turndowns accepted
Honest, hometown lender
otter 100°° financing,
purchases. zero down
Refinance, debt
consolidation, home
improvements Apply free
800-795-4771

LOST Around the north
wood area Miniature le
male dachshund 1 yr old
red w black stripes Dog
needs medication need to
be returned home 5594096

1113180Wanted
ATTENTION' 362 Entrylevel Truck Drivers needed
NOW' No experience necessary Our drivers earn
$600 to S900 per week
plus benefits NO GDP
No problem' Training is
available with no employment contract Get on the
road to success call
WERNER TODAY' 1-800242-7364
UPN9 24, the region's
most exciting television
station is looking for a
highly motivated marketing
associateievents coordinator Duties include event
planning, development of
contests, and special promotions and other items
as determined by the Marketing Manger Must posses good writing skills. be
computer literate and be a
problem-solver This is an
exciting opportunity to
work in a fast-paced media
environment Some college preferred Position requirs nights and weekend
work Tell us why you're
the one in a cover letter
with resume to London
Fields, Marketing Manager. UPN9 24, 804 Fine arts
Building
Murray. Ky
42071 Murray State University is an Affirmative
Action, Equal Opportunity
Employer

Benton
Make check to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's Office, 207
So, 5th Street. Murray, KY 42071. Please include a stamped, self
addressed envelope or $2.(-)0 to cover cost of mailing.
May 3Ist is last day to purchase auto sticker without a 10% penalt
A 100'4 penalty will he applied on July 1st. Questions call 762-035(1

Deadline for 1etter i Wed., May 9th. No
than 17 words per letter Cost is $6.01) 11 -

more'

Published in the .̀;,1t1 irdi1, \1‘11 121
I'1
0 MI iiit
I

_r
01..

1001 Whitnell Ave. • Mtarta‘

N11. s

EXPERIENCED Oncology
Nurse for part time to full
time position in Murray
Ky Excellent benefit package commensurate with
experience Please send
resume to PO Box 630.
Murray. Ky 42071

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

Saint,
ESTABLISHED
chain seeking talented and
motivated hair-stylists Apply in person at Salon inside your Wal-Mart Super
centerin Mayfield and

Your son, Bobby

060

060

020

Lost and Found

Eddie Langston
Owner

Make

Yard Sales

Gospel Singing and Meeting

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

Year

400

NOTICES
•RADIO-TV. RECORDING.
FILM VIDEO On-The-Job
Training with local professionals, Nights-Weekends.
No experience required
Get full story on our website: www getamentor corn

A

Call for private dining room reservator

Plate No.

Used Cars

8)'LYNN'
15 years service
270-753-1001

Tel: 270-437-4568

Make__

Sport Utility Vehicles

490

FULL-TIME evenings and
weekends Computer and
phone experience
required Apply in person at
104 N Fifth Street (Walnut
Plaza) Ste 208

060
Help Wanted

PHOTOGRAPHY

With all our love
Sue,'Diane, 7anice
ev- Joni

Year

485

390

Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies

380

HEDIE.VG

HAS A NEW SEAFOOD BUFFET
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!
IIR sh, Shrimp, Frog Legs, And Morel

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

Auto Parts

BANKRUPTCY

The Shed Cafe

Sealed Bids
will he accepted for
the upkeep of Temple
Hill Cemetery until
May 5th. 2001.
Con(net
Bob Nanny
753-4937
Larry Holm rt,i
753-9984
Billy Galloway
753-2831

Motorcycles & ATV's

480

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

020

6_u_Y

470

460

STEVE VIDMER

'Vesta &''Billie Shelton
'We would like to wish
our parents a
"Ifappy Anniversary."

• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper •

Storage Rentals
Commercial Property

340

435

54 Years

111111.1.111011

Acreage
Homes For Sale

410

Happy Anniversary

Notice

I

Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent

330

AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

PRE-PAID
LONG DISTANCE
$69 95 for 30 days Unlimited calling for 30 days
Great for roommates or
shared phones
270-345-2136 on
budtel_cam lxcos com
SANDRA 0' Diner

Farms For Sale

455

370

PUBLIC INSPECTION: The City's proposed uses of
Municipal Aid Funds and LGEA Funds are available for public inspection at City Hall during normal business hours. Any
person(s)(especially senior citizens) who cannot submit written comments or attend the public meeting, but wish to submit
comments, should call City Hall at 762-0350 so the City can
make arrangements to secure their comments.

KINDERMUSIK®
Summer Music Fun
May 29-June 27
Ages 1 1/2 yrs to 4 yrs
Call today for more
information
753-6807

450

320

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

A public hearing will be held by the City of Murray in the
Council Chambers of City Hall, May 24, 2001, 7:30 p.m. for the
purpose of obtaining written or oral comments regarding the
proposed use of Municipal Aid Funds and LGEA Funds for the
upcoming year.

020

Lots For Rent

360

PUBLIC NOTICE

Notice

445

ADJUSTMENTS

Firewood

Legals

Legals

12.50 extra for Shopper {Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping tivadei $2.50 extra for blind box ads

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment

010

010

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent

300

010

Plastics Manufacturing Technicians
Berry Plastics Corporation, an Evansville
headquartered injection molding/thermoform manufacturer, has opportunities for
skilled labor technicians in Machine
Maintenance, Automation. Tooling. Molding.
Thermoforming, and Printing.
Chosen applicants will complete a federally
administered, four year apprenticeship program. You will work full time while attending formalized training classes at our
expense to enhance your skills. Credit is
awarded for prior schooling and experience
Minimum requirements are the ability to
work any shift/overtime and you must have a
high school diploma/GED. Additional
requirements, including education and/or
experience by trade include:
Machine Maintenance — 2+ years ot
hydraulics, electricity, and mechanical maintenance
Automation — 2+ years of electricity, robotics, and pneumatics
Tooling — 2+ years of hands-on
tooling/machining
Molding — 2+ years of injection molding
set-up/cycling
Thermoform — 2+ years of thermoform set
Printing— 2+ years of dry offset print experience
l'hese opportunities are available due to coil
t inued growth and expansion. Put your skills
to use on the fast paced Berry Team
Interested applicants should submit a
resume to:
Berry Plastics Corporation
Attn: Human Resources

P.O. Box 959
Evansville. IN 47706
E.O.E.

OWN A COMPUTER, PUT IT
TO WORK. Internet users wanted to
make $25-$75/hour.
Visit www.moneymakerdot.com.

WANTED
29 people to lose weigh while making
money! 100q natural, Dr. recommended,
and a money back guarantee.

Visit www.health-e-me.net.

MANAR INC.
FORMALLY MARK I MOLDED PLASTICS

is

accepting applications for future

job

in

opportunities

production

assembly and machine operations
Positions will be available approximately

the

second

week

in

May.

These positions will be for 2nd and
will also be starting

a

weekend shift. It will be 7:00am

-

3rd shifts.

7:00pm
Friday,

We

- 7:00am

and 7100pm
Saturday,

Applications

can

and
be

on

Sunday

obtained

at

Manar, Inc., 170 Mark I Drive, Henry,
Monday-Friday from 8.00am
4:30pm.
No phone calls please.

TN

CURRICULUM/ TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
CONSULTANT, Kentucky
Academy of Technology
Education, Murray State
University Position to begin May 15, 2001,
Qualifications: B.S. in education required Must
have strong instructional
technology skills and the
ability to independently
learn new technologies as
needed. Must have documented hands-on experience in the application of
technology in teaching and
learning for multiple grade
tevellprograms Must have
documented experience
withwith adult learning. Excellent communication and
presentations skills are required Extensive knowledge of curriculum, core
content, standards and
pedagogy is essential
Must be familiar with Kentucky education reform.
Must have demonstrated
ability to work collaboratively, to develop and imPlement instructional technology materLals. and
manage multiple initiatives. Must be able to work
with diverse personalities
and to hear and respond
to multiple perspectives
Must have a positive, helpn attitude
RESPONSIBILITIES: Will
:ollaborate with COE fact - bi1ne
tio
..
2
students. PiK
I ty
'eachers. principals, and
oi
listrict administrators
Tegrate technology class•pom instruction.
responsible for planning.
-ieveloping and implementing training and matenals Will facilitate on-gong professional development programs Will coniuct needs assessments.
inalyze strengths and
weaknesses and develop
toals for improvement prolrams. Will participate in
:)rograms to promote cont , nued collaborations and
4rowth in Kentucky. Will
issist pre-service and in;ervice teachers as well as
"30E faculty in the develipment of lesson plans
and activities to integrate
'echnology into classroom
instruction. Will evaluate
ind select resources and
materials Will actively pro-note systemic changes
Will develop and implement alternative delivery
methods in instructional
'echnology. Will work aidePendently and within a
team environment on multiple initiatives designed to
impact instruction using
Will stay
'echnology
ibreast of changes in initructional technology
'ravel (primarily in state)
will be required.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: May 4,200)
TO APPLY: Send letter of
application, resume. and
Portfolio of sample work to
i3renda Nix, Chair. screenJig Committee, Kentucky
Academy of Technology
Education, Murray State
University. 211 Special
Education Building, Muray. KY 42071-3340
Women and Minorities are
encouraged to apply
Equal
education and employment opportunity. MT/in,
AA employer
IMMEDIATE and future
opening for Customer
Support Representatives
working mainly by telephone from initial contact through purchase
decision. Full-time posie offer salary, comoc
tin
a
ns.
missions, cash incen
rives, and health insurSend resume to:
Hawkins Research, Inc
1304 Chestnut St.
Suite E
Murray, Ky 42071
sales powerclaim .corn.
270-753-7001.

PAGE 4B
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EXPERIENCED part-time
cook Work 1 day 5am2pm & Friday nights 39pm Great work atmosphere Hours flexible may
work into more hours 4354500 (6am-6pm ask for
Julie)
IMMEDIATE opening for
part-time Accountant.
Send resume to:
Hawkins Research, Inc.
1304 Chestnut St.
Suite E
Murray. Ky 42071
donned powerclaim.com
270-753-7001.
MEDICAL Assistant needed for busy physician office. Training will be provided for career motivated
person. Excellent benefits.; M/F. Respond to.
P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, KY. 42071

WANTED4
Seeking qualified
person to fill the
position as F & I
Manager. Must
possess adequate
computer skills.
Apply in person at

Carroll Nissan
or Fax Resume
270-759-1013
ROUTE SALES
MANAGER
STARTING AT
$500 TO 5700 WK DOE
Schwan's is looking for a
highly motivated self started to full a limited number
of Route Sales Manager
position in the Murray
area
Our Route Sales Managers can expected to earn
$25 to $30K first year and
$50K after
We offer a full benefit
package to include Medical, dental, disability, and
group insurance
Schawn's also offers profit
sharing, 401K. and 2
weeks paid Vacation after
the first year
For application Wednesday. April 25th or Thursday, April 26th. 9am to
2pm. 307 Bee Creek Dr.
Murray E 0 E
AN Ohio Oil Company
needs a mature person
now in the Murray area
Regardless of experiences
write C.Z Read, PO Box
696. Dayton, OH 45401

ATTENTION MATTEL
EMPLOYEES:
lief in on the ground floor opportunity
ith new marketing company. Managers
And Reps needed meeting to be held at ttl'
\ merihost Inn. Murray. KY. Call for
more information 1-800-570-2282 ask
tor ken or 1-866-625-8419 ask for Ray.

HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
5635 weekly processing
mail Easy' No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs
SALE or possible lease
Operating Restaurant
Will qualified for liquor licenses Large property w/
other uses E-mail!
1and42071@yahoo.com
or Write.
1809-B Westwood
Murray. Ky 42071

1"44„
'4 14
.10
4fr- /r.V erS
0'
6114 qosaidaiM
a Arreat place to

566 mghz processor. 20
Gig Hard Drive $360 , 17'
Monitor $140 753-8630
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers.. $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Articles
For Sate
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
RIDING mower for sale
436-2867
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Special 8x10 $725
Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale
$2.00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

d
Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

1

111:111Weatlo Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys. advertising
,iems, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or ale
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry

160
Home Furnishings

87 Concord 14x70, 2 bath
3br super nice/ Must see
S12.500 Nights 270-674
6211 Days 270-674-5557
16x80
MOBILE home
3br 2 bath Excellent condition Call 753-7655
MUST SEE' 1993 14x70
Norris Mobile Home 2br. 2
bath. Central H/A wr front
deck and utility pole ExCall
cellent condition
leave
(2701489-2013.
message
NICE '98 Fleetwood Sunpointe 16x80, 3 bedroom ,
2 bath Many extras Must
be moved Price reduced
or possible financing Call
after 5pm 270-753-8713
Also 1 acre tot near Ky
Lake $1500.00

1943 Dunkin-Fife set wI6
chairs and china hutch
Colonial lowboy
753-0834
759-9835
cream 2BR Clean Mobile Homes
back
•CAMEL
couch for sale Made by in small quiet park Cal
sealy $350 retail $700 6 492-8488
•Kenmore 28R on nice 1/2 acre lot 3
weeks old
washer and dryer $350.. 2 miles from town, front
years old Call 753-6098
shed
storage
porch
COUCH. chair. TV/stand, washer/dryer $280 per
bed mattress/box spring, month 435-4319
& HAZEL 2br, appliances
table/chairs, chest
hutch 753-7394
Washer & Dryer. lease. &
deposit 492-8526

In honor of Memorial
Day, we pay tribute
to the memory of the
courageous men and
women who served
our country well.

dr.s.wit
PUZZLED? NEED A NEW START?
,, C,DL No Money
NO PROBLEM
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
15 Day Training Program
No Out 01 Pocket Expense
No Employment Contract

profit & cost less than $1.88 per day for a
10'x10' rental space. Your merchandise is
marketed 7 days a week by our professional staff. We take care of the sale hassle and
furnish you detailed computer generated
sales tracking reports and monthly settlements. Experience the Charlie's Antique
Mall advantage.. "We want to be your
antique mall." Charlie's Antique Mall,
303 Main St., PO Box 196, Hazel, KY.
42049. Call 270-492-8175 or
Email: charlies10@aol.com.

Compulani

COSI-411
411-111

-Ni4«, HIRING ON THE SPOT!

[1"1.,......ri'lti........r**

1-800-398-9908 Ref#7371

Material Handlers Needed
Shoemaker Enterprises is recruiting three materi,I.
handlers for a temporary period of June IS. 2001
through December IS, 2001. Normal work week
will he Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. until
4:(X) p.m. Rate of pay is $8.52 per hour. No experience is required. Workers will: Unload trucks over
gravity flow bin. open tailgates and trap doors on
trucks: will use a scoop and broom to clean truck
beds: will sweep unloading area and remove any
clutter from unloading area. will assist in keeping
area around grain facility clean. Workers will he
iesponsible for their own travel and housing expens
cs. Only persons authorized to work permanently ii
the U.S. need to apply. Send resume to: Ginir..
Burton. 1777 at Department for Employmeic
Services at 275 F. Main St.. 2-W in Frankfort.
40621.

"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ENII'l AMA"

You can do this by placing
your loved one's picture in
the paper to be published on
May 26, 2001. Deadline to
turn pictures in is May 23,
2001. Cost is $10.00. Please
include name, rank, branch
of service, & years of service.
Include a self-addressed
stamped envelope for the
return of the photo. Contact
the Classified Dept. for more 1 st Sgt. Gary Stidom
USMC
information at 753-1916 ask
18 1/2 Years
for Kathy or Tammy.
os.

0
0.10711
LEmEROLTimlis

Public Sale

Public Sate

DURA AUTOMOTIVE
WHITE primitive cupboard
SOCIAL Security disabled
• We pay cash
SYSTEMS, INC.,
Enamel trimmed in red
We can get you approved
Old toys, antiques
a leading OEM supplier to No fee unless you win
collectibles 270-759-3456 753-8117 leave message
the automotive industry is Personal representation by FROST free refrigerator,
190
seeking a talented leader retired Social Security ex- stove, gas heater, electric
Farm Equipment
to fill the position of Con- ecutives and associates
heaters, good used carpettinuous Improvement Co- You win with us'
ing, storm windows 753- M F #12 hay baler $1,800
ordinator in our Fulton. Ky
1-800-782-0059
Post hole digger $100
4109
facility The Fulton facility
Hay spear 3pt $100
WANTED
SPORTSMAN'S
is responsible for modular
Riding mowers, go carts & Call 753-1847, leave mesANCHOR RESORT
window assemblies.
4 wheelers that need
sage
looking for Outside MainteThis position will coordi- nance person- Full time, 5
work
nate and facilitate employ436-2867
days a week during seaee empowerment and con- son through Oct 31 Must
150
tinuous improvement activ- work some weekends and
14X70 Fleetwood 1994
Articles
ities in the plant for factory holidays in good physical
For Sale
w/porches, ramp, stove,
and management partici- health, retirees welcome
refrigerator, W/D, pole
pants Working knowledge Call weekdays only. be- 500 gai spray rig and
Call 489-2285
of Kaizen, principles, must tween 9 00 to 4 00 for inte- pump 1977 Jeep Honcho
have ability to lead work- view and job application- pickup, for parts 1978 1993 16x80 3br, 2 bath
shops using JIT, First 270/354-6568 Located on Jeep Cherokee. runs 360 Front/back covered porch
Time (Duality. 55. Quick Hwy 68 at Jonathan motor. 8 horse trailer axles Large 2 car carport w/atChangeover, TPM, and Creek
ad 17 tires. 1990 Jeep tached storage building,
on 2 acres $35,000 OBO
Kanban concepts. ExtenCherokee Limited $3.500
489-2945
sive experience in a Cl
437-4331
Domestic & Childcare
1996 3br, 2 bath 16x80
leadership position is reABOVE ground swimming
3/4 acres lot $30,000
quired as well as solid
pool. 15'x4' deep 1 year
CLEAN house
Call 489-2098
computer skills. Proficient
old, like new. Everything
References available
4BR mobile home, Pitpl,
in time motion studies
included. $700. 080 759492-6177
doublewide. 2.8 acres.
Ability to create line lay9895 after 6:30pm.
message
leave
Please
More information call 767outs with AuotCAD and an
FOR sale by owner- 2
0224.
Engineering DO you have a loved one
Industrial
cemetery lots in Murray
background are helpful.
who needs a care giver? Memorial Gardens $1.800
GREAT location, 3br. 2
We are looking for a lead- Medical trained- rehab,
bath doublewide wiadd on,
(901)836-5595.
er. Experience in a fast alzheimer's, stroke pabrick foundation, central
FREE
paced manufacturing envi- tients. 20yrs experience
H/A, 24x30 garage. 2 good
Consultation
ronment is essential.
References available.
out buildings, just outside
to design your new
City limits, 1 mile of MSU
We offer a competitive sal435-4047
kitchen cabinets
& shopping centers. Must
ary and benefit program
MOTHER of one wanting
Call Missy today at
appreciate.
to
see
Check us out on the web to keep children in her
Myers Lumber
549,000. Call 753-0955 for
at duraauto.com. We are home During the week
appointment.
753-6450
an equal opportunity ern-, and also on week-ends
,
ployer
fun
provided
and
Meals
* DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE *
Please send resume to
Call anytime 753-8867
Dura Automotive
WILL DO GENERAL
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hue' has a
Systems, INC
HOUSE CLEANING
amount of quality dealer space
limited
Atttn: HR Manager
Call Linda 759-9553
available for rent and welcomes new
PO Box 1440
100
42041
Ky
Felton.
antique/collectible dealers. It's a sideline
Business
Duncan.j@duraauto.corn
that many people are doing for fun and
Opportunity
Fax:(270)472-0368

NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
The Joint Apprenticeship
and Training Committee
foj the Electrical Industry
is accepting applications
for apprenticeship on the
first Friday of each month
between the hours of
11100am and 6:00pm and
on the Saturday following
the first Friday between
the hours of 8:00am and
1100am at the I.B.E.W.
Local 816 J.A.T.C. Office,
4515 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Kentucky.
All applicants will be received without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin or sex. Each
applicant must meet all basic requirements to be eligible for an interview. Apprentices will be selected
in order of their ranking resulting from rating by interviewers
NURSERY workers needed tor local church in Murray Sunday a m. /Wednesday p.m Send resume
to PO. Box 1040-C. Murray, KY 42071
O.T.R. DRIVERS
NEEDED
New trucks arriving in April
Run for PaschalITTL. up to
.31c a mile. no NYC Minimum one year driving
0.7 R. Clean driving record. Call Pat Maloney'
270-759-0124 or 270-9944864
OTR Driver needed
Drive nice well-maintained
Cony. truck Home on
Must
most weekends
have clean COL. 2yrs ex435-4232
perience.
Please no phone calls after 9PM
OWN a computer?
Put it to work'
$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
888-689-7989
pcworkforme com
PART-TIME help wanted
at Playtelligence Apply in
person at 406 South 12th
St No phone call please
PLUMBER helper needed
Experience helpful but not
- r,rired 1270)527 --5
,

L3

Antiques

Keip Wanted

ACTUAL SIZE OF PICTURE

VISA

NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

1/2 acre $100/mo
6012

753-

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

A

OFFICE OR RETAIL
SPACE
1,000 up to 2,000 sq ft
available Will remodel to
suit 401 Maple St on the
square in Murray
753-4382 or 753-9864

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

WANT to rent 10 or more
acres (270)376-3216

1 bedroom, newly decorated, low utilities, no pets
$195. a month. 753-3949.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
5200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
apartment, near
1BR
MSU Appliances furnished, Central heat & gas
heat, utilities included except gas Deposit and references required
753-4181 489-2181
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR APT for rent All appliances Pets allowed
5335/mo Call 489-6222
1BR Apt stove. refrigerator. DNV, W/D, Clean. no
pets. 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496.
1BR, Attractive spacious.
clean quiet, C/H/A No
pets Deposit
Call 492-8634
1BR. some utilities paid
Laundry facility available
No pets' 767-9037
apt
furnished
1BR
$200/mo. + deposit No
pets 121 N next to Fairgrounds 753-3139
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR duplex Central/H/A,
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR. 21ath duplex, garage Central, no pets
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR, close to campus
safe, clean, friendly neighborhood Pets negotiable
deposit required Call 753E3187
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR. new townhouse, central, garage. 3 story.
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
4br., Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
437-4113
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St .
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month Office
pours. 10- 2. M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity
IN Mayfield- 1br 5225/
mo plus deposit. No pets.
674-5971
NICE 3 room studio $220
per month, includes water
301 N 7th St
Call 759-5073
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-6221
EHO
VERY nice 1 br , wiall appliances including washer
& dryer Close to MSU
759-5885
VERY roomy 2br. 2 bath
duplex w/garage Appliances
w/
furnished
washer/dryer 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
,
751 2con,

WANT ADS
WORK

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, April 28, 2001•10 a.m.
Selling the home and personal property of the late Mrs. Myrtle 12.1
Scarbrough. Located just South of Hazel. KY on the east side of US
Highway 641 S. in Henry County, TN.
Ili

The personal property consists of very nice furniture, antiques, glassware and appliances

Office Space

Want To Rent

Public Sale

This lovely home and grounds have been well maintained and
move in condition. Home is
located in the Puryear
school district. A two car
attached garage and a large
200'x260' It acre lot make
this a perfect country setting. Central heat and air
keep this attractive home
comfortable.

ness Rentals

753-9621

410

410

410
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THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 2001

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

T

A partial list includes: Antique wall clock • quilts and quilt tops •
elegant glassware and crystal stemware • old pattern glass iridized
ins bowl • china • stoneware • several antique framed prints including Blue Boy and Pink Lady • antique square truck • ladder back
chairs • aladdin lamp • mantel clock • oil lamps • goofus glass • figurine planters • Fenton glass • milk glass • several corn plates •
antique square glass compote • fern stand • occasional tables • drop
leaf table • three and four piece bedroom suites • unusual dry bar •
antique china cabinet with curved glass front • antique glass front
kitchen cabinet • like new sofa and love seat• wing back chair • several area rugs • beautiful dining table w/six chairs • iron patio furniture (round table w/chairs)• recliner
itoplleanes: Magnovox TV • VCR w/remote • Kenmore washer and
dryer • microwave • kitchen appliances• 13 cubic feet upright freezer • chest freezer • Fridigidaire refrigerator
Tools: riding lawn mower • Husqvama chain saw • several lawn and
garden tools • several decorative lawn items.
Any structure built prior to 1978 may contain lead base paint. The successful bidder
must waive a 10 day post inspection period.
All inspections must take place prior to the auction.
k
Terms on Real Estate: 1064 down day of sale, balance within 30 days at closin ;
No buyers premium. This auction conducted in cooperation with RE/MA1
Cornerstone Real Estate, Paris. TN
Jo Lynn Pierce. lasting Agent • 731-642-7362

FARRIS AUCTION
REALTY
ACTION
&
W. Dan
• CAI Auctioneer • J.W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Farris

Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"

P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY •(270)492-8796
Not responsible tor accidents Announcements day of sale take piecedence
printed material Lunch %ill be as amiable by True Concessions

er all

L_A

Absolute Personal
Property Auction
Saturday, April 28, 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
Campbell Estates
From Murray. KY take Highway 94 West to Doran Rd. to
Azalea Court. Go one block turn left to 1907 Larkspur.
Watch for auction signs.
Tom & Karen Hagerman - Owners
Furniture
Antique 3 drawer washstand •2 like new Windsor style swivel bar stools•Tell
City solid hardrock maple dry sink • Tell City solid hardrock maple dining table
w/2 leafs • Tell City solid hardrock maple 4 mate chairs & 2 captain chairs •
Tell City solid hardrock maple large hutch w/glass doors • antique solid wood
maple finish hutch • Hooker Brand entertainment center • Tell City hardrock
maple rocker • Antique maple footstool • solid cherry imported marble coffee
table, round end table & square end table • Fruitwood finish sofa table • large
arched cut glass & wood curio • wicker telephone stand • wood plant stand •
Lazy-Boy recliner • Broyhill sofa • Hickory Hill wing back chair• antique cooper fire extinguisher (Diener Mfg Co)• large executive bookcase • Tell City
solid hardrock maple end tables • antique maple sewing rocker • handmade
wood storage cabinet • Hickory North Carolina chest of drawers • green wicker chair w/cushion • Alexander Julian 4 poster queen bed • Serla queen box
springs and mattress • Alexander Julian nightstand • Alexander triple dresser
w/folding mirrors• cherry finish entertainment center • outdoor patio table w/5
chairs •2 chaise recliners w/cushions • roll around TV cart• many lamps incl
floor & table • pictures - many limited prints • wood what-not shelves • burgundy print side chair.
Appliances. etc.
Whirlpool super capacity plus washer & dryer (white)• Whirlpool microwave
wt./turn table • 27" stereo TV (Mitsubishi) • Sharp VCR • 2 Advent stereo
speakers • Scott VCR • Hewlett Packard Fax 700 (fax & copier)• GE cord
less phone (dual line) & other phones • Sears canister vacuum • antique &
current clocks

Office Equipment
4 filing cabinets • secretarial desk • office supplies
Qeneral
Live plants • artificial floral arrangements & wreaths & trees • Revereware
cooking pans • assorted kitchen items • assorted what nots & collectibles •
hand made Afghans • queen bed comforter & shams• Jack Nicklaus Golden
Bear golf clubs • Corningware dishes • antique books • Christmas items • 2
motorcycle racing helmets • assorted rugs • Cannon 35mm camera w/assorted lens & filters • camera tripod • collectibles • Jack Daniels & Budweiser
wood storage crafts • Jim Beam collectible decanter car • plant containers &
pots • assorted unique glassware • decorator baskets • super nice Fox stole
T4916
Snap-On tool box with tools • floor jack • grease gun • jumper cables • strop
supplies • come along • assorted tools • large gas jugs • large Igloo wheelie
cooler

Yard Equipmen_t_Toole. etc,
Weed eater (Briggs & Stratton) 42" riding mower • Murray high wheeled bagger push mower • Toro electric weed eater • Paramount electric edger • Scott
lawn spreader • utility lawn tilt trailer• 10' fiberglass ladder (Werner)•3 shelving units • workbench • shop vac - 12 gal w/leaf blower • 2 garden sprayers
• assorted saws & small hand tools • assorted hand yard tools • tool box
w/lools • electric & cordless drills • fishing & boating equipment • assorted
storage boxes & hardware • shovels, rakes, picks, axes, etc

Hand ca.utio
Pre Civil War Lady or Gamblers 6-shot Rimfire, flip trigger revolver • Turn of
the 20th Century Cole 38 cal 6-shot revolver, swing out cylinder or'walnot
grips egmm Luger P-08 with holster and belt
tgshotgunwith removable clip
Mossberg model 200K 12 gauge pump

Rifles
Mossberg 22 long rifle semiautomatic with shoulder strap • antique bolt
action, center fire, carbine rifle • Winchester model 1873 44 caliber lever
action henry rifle, octagonal barrel

Machete
WW2 Japanese machete with leather sheath
For more information and your auction needs phone 270-435-4144
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available
Auction held rain or shine.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn 01281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost If Pays"

360

Rentals

I

Want to lease
tobacco base to
my farm.
Call 492-8799

641 Stol'age
753-5585

uses For Rent

126 Small Lane, Pirates
Cove. 2br, trailer, partially
furnished Pay on electric,
water, gas, ect. Use of
pool and boat dock. $2601
mo/ plus $200. deposit.
(270)354-9061.
2BR, lake home, walking
distance to Paris Landing
Marina. Sun room, hardwood floor, fireplace. 731352-7642,
3BR. 2 bath brick. C/H/A,
1603 Dodson, $630 per
month. Lease and deposit.
Call 759-5073.
3BR, 2 bath, 625 broad.
$450. per month. Lease
arid deposit.
Call 759-5073
3BR. 2 bath, C/H/A. newly
redecorated. $495 per
security.
plus
month
(270)474-2520"
LARGE 4 to 5 bedroom
house. 301 N. 5th St. $495
per month. Call 759.5073.
NEWLY remodeled 2 or
3br., lba, C/H/A house for
rent $475.00 + deposit.
Call 767-0313.
PANORAMA Shores/Lake
view. 2br., 1 bath, C/H/A.
W&D, refrigerator, partially
furnished. $4001mo + deposit. Call 270-436-2136.
RENT, Buy, Rent,to Own
2, 3, & 4br Houses.
753-4109.
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Lots For Sale

BY owner. 2br. 2 bath, ce
dar siding house 7 acres
30x40 barn (1 yr old)
Close to lake. Quiet neighborhood. Call 436-2950
DUPLEX for sale
Gel a good deal
from owner
753-8588
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
Real Estate
town edge Consider leasing with option to buy/ limHALEY Professional
ited owner financing. Call
Appraising
753-4109
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worttf
FOR sale by owner
2800+sq.ft., ranch brick
w/vinyl siding. 3br. 3 bath,
Acreage
440
370
13x241/2 kitchen, 2+ atortunercia I Prop. i
Lots For Sate
tached garage. Lots of
16X428 $1,500
Fix Sale
storage. Call 753-6123 for
53x100 $1,000
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
310S 4th St
appt.
248-543-8414
North, Murray 753-1967
Office Building
3pm- 11pm
NEW LISTING
753-4703
28R, 1 bath New vinyl &
roof Large lot, near down& Supplies
town No realtors 753Lake Property
liall
Lake Property
gal
6429
AQUARIUM Maintenance
NICE 2br brick house near
Service
MSU. Large kitchen, deck,
Install and maintain
C/H/A, fenced in yard
Reasonable rates
753-8764.
270-759-5242
NICE 4br, 2 bath house in
town on 105x105 lot in
DOG Obedience
very nice neighborhood
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, on KY Lakefront, pool,
Master Trainer
Large 24x24 great-room
436-2858
dock, carport, elevator. All appliances, cable,
with fireplace. DW, CHA,
city water, adjacent marina. Golf course 4 mi.
GD 18x20 master-bedaway. Starting at $105,000.00. Call 270-753room Large deck, large 2
car garage and detached
1362 D. 270-436-5380 H. 270-436-6161 office.
REG Angus 2yr herd bull
workshop Total under roof
Open House April 21st & 22nd from 10 a.m. to
$1,200 3 Angus 4yr cows
2600 sqft $110,000
5 p.m. Take 94 East out of Murray, KY to Hwy.
Fall calving. $650 each
753-5736
280 to Deer Lake Condo sign on Sauger Lane.
436-2320
(270)436-2424
SOUTH Hazel, Tennessee. 3br. 2 bath, C/H/A. on
410
410
3 75 acres. 492-8526
Farms For Sale
Public Sale
Public Sale
470
314 ac.-214 ac bottom
Motorcycles/1M's
and bordering city limits.
100 ac meadow and
1997 Suzuki DR 650 Dual
woods, many building Purpose Only 3500 miles
sites. Good water, city $3,600 OBO
gas, 100.000 Bu grain .1996 Honda XR100 dirt
storage. Frontage on Be- bike $1,200
At the Auction Mart in Kuttawa, Ky on highthel Rd_ and Cook Lane.
753-0123 Days
1.6 miles east of Murray.
ways 62-641, use interstate 24 to exit 40 then
759-1525 Nights
Will divide. 489-2462.
west 1/2 mile.

APARTMENTS for rent
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
Close to campus 753
5980 or 753-1203 after
storage
5pm
'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
CONDOPLEX for rent
•We sell boxes!
Available June 1,2001
*We rent U-Hauls
$675-5700 a month
753-9600
Deposit required
Call 753-0834
759-9835
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furAll Sizes Available
nished, W/D. central gas
heat/ air. 1 yr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets.
753-2905

illij

2 3/4 acre lots City water'
Natural gas $25,000. Also
3 acres, 30x30 garage.
well septic Plus morel
$30,000 Call 759-4189.
LOT for sale by owner
1309 Larkspur in Campbell
Estates All city utilities
available Lot is 100x175
Call 753-8123
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

i

[

Deer Lake
Condominiums

AUCTION

Saturday, April 28 at 10 a.m.

1

Selling items collected over the past 52 years. '

Truck mate auction topper, complete and ready for
service - 1978 model ford 1 1/2 ton furniture van.
86,000 actual miles - 1987 Cadillac Brougham, a
good dependable car - 4 piece French Victorian, walnut, bedroom suite - horse sleigh or cutter - cider
miles - pea shellers - prints - pictures - lamps - clocks
- rocking horses - team tools - tables - some carnival
glass - china bowls - plates - scales - jacks - separates
- doll buggies - goat wagons - wood buckets & boxes
- slave yokes - ice box - a very rare quiet box - showcase - sausage mills - wooden 8E glass churns.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Thomas White Auction
& Realty

All Size Units
Available

Todd & Cash White, Auctioneers

270-388-7251

753-3853

Sport Utility Vehicles
111:11

3br, 2 bath doublewide
permit foundation landscaped 1 acre lot with
stocked pond Sunroom
porch, carport, 3 car barn
style garage With greatroom $56,900 OBO
435-4578
BRICK ranch 3br. 2 bath
C/H/A. 2 car garage Quite
corner lot 1107 Fairlane
Owner 759-3395
SMALL UNFINISHED rustic cottage. Needs finishing
inside $37.000 or highest
bid. 9 miles east of Murray. 489-6108

(3 Families)
1603 Hermitage
Friday Afternoon
and
Saturday
Morning
Most tables
25c - 500 -$1.00
Something for
everyone!

YARD
SALE
(2 Family)
814 S. 9th
Fri., April 27
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.

FOR JUST
$8.00
YOUR
YARD SALE
COULD BE
HERE

YARD SALE

1688 Hopkins Rd. - N641, left on
464 (past Auto Auction). Right
on Hopkins Rd. Watch for signs.
Fri. & Sat.• 7 a.m.

Fri., April 27
Sat., April 28
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
121 S. 5 miles.
Watch for signs.
Name brand
clothes and
shoes
household items,
tools, much more

5 Party Carport and

Yard Sale
94 East, turn left on Van Cleve,
1 mile on left.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
8 a.m. til ?
Plus clothes. glassware, video's. porcelain dolls, Nike, Doc Martin, Pokemon
cards, pictures, household, toys, books
new items every day. Too much to list.
Some furniture.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

1409
Sycamore
Fri. & Sat.
27 & 28

39 Gibbs Store
Rd.(off
Wiswell Rd.)

Garden push plow,
sledge hammer,
plants, iewelry, piece
material, crafts, army
locker, clothes.

Sat., April 28
6 a.m.-Noon
270-753-0457

Corner of
N. 7th & Olive
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.
Must Sell
Rain or Shine

3 FAMILY SALE

2 bunkbed sets. crib, chest, dresser, tv. computer
desks, infant equipment, Lithe Tyke playhouse, Ig
play pieces, toys. books, games, "NEW" Discovery
toys, Precious Moments. Raggedy Ann/Andy. house
hold items, decorations, kitchenware sm appli
ances nice adult, childrens (newborn-schoolage)
clothing/shoes Much morel

MOVING
SALE

Everything

Furniture, toys.

1990 Chevy Blazer Full
size, 4WD, white, w/step
bars Call after 4PM 7590341

1993 Explorer 4 0 auto
2W0. 4dr $4500 OBO
474-0202 after 5PM
1999 Black Dodge Dakota
Extended Cab
18,000
miles garage kept, old
dude with no kids driving
$15,500 Call 753-2225
Days/ 759-1509 Evening

Used Cs
1985 Mercedes Turbo diesel 201K miles $6500
080 436-2225
1987 Monte Carlo SS- 2nd
owner, T-tops, new radiator, new exhaust, Must
condition,
good
sell,
$3,600 firm 753-1313.
1994 Corvette, Black with
black and tan interior. Entire car is in mint condition.
Has special options and
new tires. Garage kept
and excellent maintenance
record. Asking below book
price. Call Sears 753-2312
or home 435-4289. Leave
message if no answer.
1994 Ford Escort 4dr,,
stick shift. A/C heat, power
steering, locks, windows.
air bags. ABS brakes.
Negotiable.
$2600
(270)759-0752
GREAT CART
Neon
1995 Plymouth
$5,000. Looks/ runs great,
low miles. Call 759-5658

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem
Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills. divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Used Cars
TOYOTA Celica 90, auto
CD, high miles. smoke
gray $2250 00 759-4100

REDUCED
1992 Cadillac Seville STS
Only 69K miles $7,500
OBO Call 753-0851 after
6pm
1994 Pontiac Formula
Firebird 5.7L 350 engine.
T- Top
PW, PL, CC
62 xxx miles $8,000 OBO
759-1952
1996 Nissan Maxine SE,
loaded 109,000 miles
$9,750 492-8178 leave
message
84 Mercedes 300. SD, garage kept, 2nd owner, fully
loaded, mint condition, diesel 25-30 mpg. great fuel
economy $8,000
994-5935
91 Pontiac Sunbird
White. 4cyl,
good condition
753-4945
94 Red Pontiac Grand
Am 4dr , new tires, nice
car 128,000 miles $.4.000
731-247-3075
OBO
Leave message and number if no answer

FOR SALE
91 Hyundai
Scoupe

$2,000 0130
less than 100.000
miles

call 759-9215

r

I21

Used Trucks
1990 Ford F-150 XLT
white, 8cyl 118,xxx miles
air, tool box bedliner. &
hitch Runs great Must
sell $3500 00 759-1663
1994 Chevy S-10. Red, V6
engine. 166,xxx miles.
Owner selling due to death
in family. $5,500. firm.
759-8072 after 4pm.
2000 Chevy Silverado extended cab 4 wheel drive 3
door 25,000 miles Loaded
$23,200 (270)247-5265

WANT
ADS
WORK

GARAGE
SALE
1235 Neale Tn.
- 2 miles S. on
121, turn on
Neale Tr!.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-?
Twin baby clothes, fur
niture, glassware. paw.
ladies clothes, misc

YARD SALE
Go to 4-way stop at Southwest Elem,
School. Turn south on Crossland Rd.
go approx. 5 miles to South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church, turn right on
Hub Erwin Rd., 4th house on left.
Friday 7 a.m. - ?
Saturday 7 a.m. - Noon
Adult & children's clothes, household
items, toys. tools, etc

YARD SALE
Hwy. 641 South (4 miles from Murray on left)

3 BIG DAYS!!!
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. April 26-28
8 a.m.-?
Children's & ladies clothing, oak table & •
pedestal chairs ($150), household items, kin,
size bedspread & curtains, decorations, tat''
lamp. Barbie ornaments (Christmas '•
Springtime), crib set, & lots morel
Rain or Shirr*

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

2201 Quail Creek Dr.
Saturday
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
'
Lots of nice 'ache,
clothes sizes *n. to Ig
baby boy clothing, sma.
girls bike, household
items. antique dishes.
ladies shoes sz. 9

803 N. 19th St.
Fri. 27th
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 28th
7 a.m.-Noon
Cord organ.
microwave, large
plants. free television, dishes, and lots
of stuff, some old

1514
Canterbury Dr.
Fri., April 27
7 a.m.-4 p.m.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

(3 Party)
94 E on Clayton
Rd.
Thurs., Fri. &
Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tractors.
(1) bushhog.
4-wheeler, tiller,
lots of baby items,
odds & ends

1061 Johnny
Robertson Rd. N.
Fri., April 27 &
Sat., April 28
7 a.m.-?
baby clothes
& baby items, toys
household items.
rocking chair, other
misc items

appliances. furniture
TV, lawn equip., car

YARD SALE

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

SAT APRIL 28
8 a.m.- 2 p.m.

CORNER
POCKET
ALMO - RADIO RD.
(formerly Thweatts
Service Station)
lots of items
to numerous to
name

Offered

1995 Prowler, 33 II travel
railer, double slide out
couch and kitchen table
and chairs, new refrigerator, awning, hydraulic lift
Phone 354-6665

*TIM S MOWING'
also brush removal, tree
trimming and minor cutting Other services available also With fast, friendly.
& affordable pricing
753-0462

Motors
1965 Seabrite with 55 Hp
Evenrude motor with trailer $500 OBO
Call 759-9203
1984 Mark Twin V-haul
runabout, 4 cly inboard
engine New floor. reupholster If interested call
437-4409
1998 Ranger R-91 Sport
200hp Merc Excellent
condition Sonar depth
GTF, custom cover, trolling motor, trailer. Must
see! $24,500 270-4892246 ask for Chris.

CARPET
wrinkles repaired
753-7444.

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in.
'Driveways, -Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving,'Seal
coating,'Stripping.
*Chip & seal
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care
No lob,lin, 5,iI,ili tb 100 LaNc
aria/
•/
---

Lots of

11 miles east 94
right on 1346 - 1/4
mile on left.
Fri. & Sat.
Baby items, toys.
ladies leans, name
brand girls clothes
cookstove, coal oil
heater, typewriter
lots more

Adult & childrens
clothes, aquariums, Coke items.
some furniture, lots
of misc.

FAMILY
YARD SALE
1208 S. 16th St.
April 27 & 28
7 a.m. - ?
exercise
Clothes,

equip ,

-

270-753-8204
(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)
Protect your asphalt trum gas. oil.
sun, oxidation, water penetration.
and many other harmful factors „,"
that rob your asphalt of itself'
Asphalt Does Not Improve
With Age And That Is Wh) _

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
GUARANTEE ON MA LR1AL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE C4 \ .IVE YOU MONEY!!!

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS
Call Us

270-759-1953
Arshithalt Doctor

SEAL COATING' ASPHALT REPAIR
With 22 Years LApersence In
Ronnie Geann
Owner
The Asphalt Indui-tr',.

GOODIES

LARGE 2 PARTY
CARPORT SALE

THREE FAMILY I
YARD-MOVING
SALE

1.111 Campers

Vans

1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr
dual air. 21,000
miles Must sell! 247-5265

SALE

GARAGE
YARD SALE

11113I
Sped Utility Vehicles

440
Land For Rent or Sale
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bedding.

seats, toys. much
misc Noni Juice.
Rain Cancels

April 27-28
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
94 E, turn right 280,
7 miles, formerly
Bonner's Grocery
7130 Pottertown

Rd.
ots of stuff. toddler
'ieds. double stroller
toys, kids clothes

4 FAMILY YARD SALE

YARD SALE

3071 Radio Rd., N. 641 right on 1824,
4 miles on left.
Friday & Saturday 7 a.m.-?
Beanie Babies, Longaberger baskets.
Rosevelle pottery, Hallmark ornaments.
Home Interior, dishes, men's & women's
clothing, boy's clothing 6-20, girl's clothing
2.T. to 12, Hilfiger, Guess, Gap, Esprit. First
two people each day to spend $30 get a
REE Beanie Baby. Lots of toys & cloth
og are FREE.

1711 College
Farm Road
Friday
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Boy's clothes,
plus sizes, ladies
size 12, crafts.
misc
Reasonable
prices

FROMM

1••••••

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

Locust
Sat., April 28
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

121 South
Lynnwood
Estates
Fri., April 27
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Avon. dolls,
clothes, toys and
many other items

1615

Furniture, clothing.
toys, household
items

LARGE
YARD SALE
Rain or Shine
Sat., April 28
6 a.m. - 11 a.m.
Eli's Auto Glass
Antiques,

phone.

wheels
spinning
goat wagon. youth
home
furniture,
decor items, children
& adult clothing.
toys.

YARD
SALE
822 S. 9th St.
Fri., April 27

Sat., April 28
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
TV, fish tank, suede
coat. Sears canister
vacuum. life Jackets,
children's clothes
and lots of toys.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING
ABOUT THE CLASSIFIEDS
"I found souvenirs to take
home. The classifieds are a
highly-intelligent way
to shop.-

OUT-OF-THISWORLD FINDS
ARE IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS.
WHAT'S IN IT
FOR YOU?
FIND OUT IN
TODAY'S
MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES

MuuT
LEDGER &TIMES
CLASSIFIEDS

753-1916
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Ei30
- Services Offered

Services Offered

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports. Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE tree work.
out
hauling, cleaning
sheds, gutters cleaning,
etc.
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling• Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
Asphalt Seal Coating
fravis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
•Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
FOR any outdoor
service's, Lawn. mulch.
shrubs, trees, roof's, ect
Call Brandon
436-5277
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839

NVPLECK.11.414G
IC

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRYON'S Lawn Service ,
Free Estimates 753-0600
BUD'S Concrete Finishing
No job to small or too big
for us We travel anywhere concrete patios,
driveway, side walk's, poll
barn's Best price around
give us a call
Free Estimates
759-4355
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753-9814
CUSTOM Tractor Woo,
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell Phone 853-4188
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters 753-2592
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Mowing Service
759-4564
DOGWOOD
LANDSCAPING &
LAWN CARE
Complete line of services
offered including mowing
12 years experience
Free estimates
Call David 753-9000
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.

KIRKS Concrete
Forming and Finishing
Eddie Kirks
435-4014

Has

Will make FREE estimates for your
insurance company.
Request Us It Possible.
DAYS:
753-5273

High (halal - Low Cost
Suite 1982
Free Estimates:
Call (270) 753-0374
or 436-5173

LAWN
mower repair
pick-up or delivery
available
436-2867
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets *Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
753-5827.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOWING and trimming
for small to average lots
within city limits of Murray
For reliable mowing service. Call Steve 767-9178. _
NEED house repairs, yard
work. clean up junk'? Price
by contract or hour. Call
Stanley References available 435-4047
PAINTING
Interior- Exterior Free estimates. Call anytime Cell
ph. 210-7010

M & I Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
• free estimate at

270-759-4979
P/CTURE PERFECT
lAWA/ SERVICE
Seeding
Mowing
Fertilizing
Bed Mulching
Leaf Removal Weed & Insect
Control

ocerlsed
A
& i nsu
few

4364320

Shrub Trimming
Lawn Renovation
Water Gardens
Free
Eshrnates

Let Us Take The Upmost Care Of Your Lawn

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE

RS Pai .fing

WEATHER-GUARD
WINDOW CO.
EXTERIOR HOME IMPROVEMENT
*Replacement Windows 'Vinyl Siding
'Metal Roofing • Financing Available
200 N. 4th St.• Murray
Call For Appointment

NIGHTS:
753-6191 • 753-1833
436-8219

Phone/Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818

Statewide
Classified%
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing,. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

'DRIVER -MIDWEST •DRIVERS/OTR-Star
BUILDINGS
REGIONAL JOBS AVAIL- Transport, Inc Has an
*STEEL BUILDINGS
ABLE! Home
weekly. exciting new pay package
SALE: 5,000+ sizes
Fortune 500 customers, Experienced drivers can
40x60x14, $10.328;
high weekly miles, indus- start up to 34c per mile, lull
50x75x14, $13,227;
try-leading compensation company benefits. excel
50x100x16, $16,584;
OTR positions available lent home time, great
60x100x16, $18,613. Minitool Call U.S. Xpress miles. Must have Class A
storage
40x160,
buildings,
TURNERS'
PHILLIPS Lawn Care
today! 888-832-6879.
CDL & be able to pass
32 units, $16,914 Free
YARD SERVICE
Free estimates
•DRIVERS-HOWARD DOT physical and drug
brochures
www
sentinel436-5408
We beat anyones price!
TRANSPORTATION pays screen Training available
buildings corn Sentinel
436-2646
Please call 435-4053
ext
Buildings, 800-327-0790, up to .34c a mile, empty or 800-548-6082
leave message
loaded, plus: pickup drop, 805/877-850-8184.
79
extension
ROOF LEAKING?
WEATER-GUARD
layover, tarp, minimum www.startransport.corn
'CANCELED
SUBDIVICall a professional
WINDOW COMPANY
mileage guarantee, 401K •DRIVERS LOOK! Get
SION -Repossession
Residential. Commercial
Exterior
health, accident, life, den- your Class A CDL in just 15
Liquidation!
Builder
or Industrial
Home Improvement
tal insurance. 97-99 Series days! Great job opportuni
default: 12 brand new,
270-435-4645
•Replace windows
60 conventional tractors, 3 ties available with tuition
affordable
preinsulated
ROOFING- Shingles and
•Vinyl
year trade cycle. Will cross reimbursement. if qualify
home packages. Lifetime
flat roofs, new roofs and
*Metal roofing,
train box drivers to flats. Get on the road to a new
warranty. First rate quality
tear-offs 437-4718
*Financing available
Also leasing 0/0's 800- career & earn big bucks! In
Your land/floorplan. Local
S&M Mowing Service
Call for appointment
447-7798.
state training! Call 800references: 888-966-4866.
Handy man yard work
Phone - Fax 759-4766
PURCHASE-'99 301-6759 REF#3010.
Sacrifice-assume balance! -LEASE
Affordable rates
1-888-321-0818
and newer trucks, no down
HELP WANTED
Free Estimates
BUSINESS
YARD-TECH
payment; hometime 6-10 •NEW
HOME PARTY
759-1923, Bobby Story
OPPORTUNITIES
Lawn & Landscaping
days low payments; 82c a PLAN SWEEPING THE
759-5234, Ricky Miller
maintenance Lawn
'BE YOUR OWN BOSS
mile, loaded or empty. M.S. NATION! Full/Part Time,
SMALL engine repair
spraying
possible $2,500 part-time
800-231-5209 showing handturned potCarriers
mowers for sale
437-4407 210-6268
monthly, $8,000 full-time
EOE.
tery, candles, prints, gar753-0260
monthly processing insur•DRIVERS-$2,000 Sign-on den items, and more. Earn
SURE WAY
ance claims for healthcare
bonus. Flatbed or dry van. up to 40%. No delivery,
TREE SERVICE
Licensing
providers.
Up to .40 per mile. Great no inventory, no territory.
Stump Removal
investment required plus
home time. Family med- Call 270-886-1533 today!
U-haul off Murray
Insured with full line of
computer. Toll-free 86Eical/dental. Paid vacation. •HVAC
Ledger & Times
Techs—State
584-3725 ext 302
equipment
Roberson Transportation, Licensed/ElectriciansFree estimates
*NEW
FRANCHISES
800-473-5581. EOE.
State Certified, Call: 800753-5484
AVAILABLE. Investment
North 829-6609.
*DRIVERS:
required. Dollar Stores,
American Van Lines has
•$8,000 SIGNING BONUS,
Molly
Maids,
1 -hour
Logistics,
opening
in
Mow
COLLEGE
Martinizing, Full Service
TUITION
Relocation, Blanketwrap,
°PEN/
ASSISTANCE
AVAILCar Repair Franchises.
fleets.
Flatbed
and
ABLE. Initially part-time
100's more available in
Minimum of 3 months 0/Or
work, possible full-time. Up
all markets. Call toll free
experience
required.
877-792-2801.
to $19 an hour. Limited
Tractor purchase available.
openings. Gall 1 -800-GOFOR SALE
Call 800-348-2147, Dept.
GUARD. KY
National
•WOLFF TANNING BEDS KYS.
.
GIN
us
aru
cl.
TAN AT HOME! Buy direct
•DRIVER -COVENANT
RANCE
and save! Commercial
SALES
Owner
TRANSPORT
/home units from $199.00.
Operators Solos .83C REPRESENTATIVES.
Tired of prospecting'?
Low monthly payments.
teams .83c plus fuel surDiscouraged
Free color catalog. Call
by
call
charge.
to
coast
Coast
Excellent Service• Affordable Rates
backs? Want to be a part of
today 800-842-1310
runs, teams start up to
www.np.etstan.com
a system that eliminates
AUTO UNLOCKS
.460. Experienced drivers
'POOLS!
PRICES 800-441-4394.
Owner both? Dynamic young
LIGHT AND HEAVY DUTY TOWING
PLUNGING! Huge 31'x19' operators 877-848-6615 company offers: health
family-sized pools with Graduate students 800- benefits; training; high
& RECOVERY
commissions; no cold callsundeck, fence. filter $988 338-6428.
ing. Call Bill Wise, 888complete! 100% financing!
24 HOUR EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICE
•DRIVERS-Home every
340-3242 Monday thru
Installation
arranged!
York
weekend,
New
No
- Student Discounts Friday for personal local
Homeowners only call 800City! Company: Top pay,
interview.
852-7946 limited area.
Serving You Since 1952
.36, paid insurances and
•WINDOW & SIDING more. Owner operator- *TEACH IN FLORIDA
400 N. 4th St. • Murray, KY
SALE $69 per mo. All cred- New: .87c a mile (includes attend the Great Florida
it accepted, no money 4c surcharge), paid base teach-In. June 10-12. at
(270) 759-2295
Sheraton
World
down.
Lifetime warranty. plate/permits/fuel taxes, the
(270) 247-2291 Mayfield, KY
Resort. School districts will
Call toll free today for free reimburse
tolls/scales.
teachers.
estimate 888-670-3050. Lease purchase program interview
Manager. — Max- Pcsr-rish
Weathermaster Products. available, 800-948-6766, Information, call 800-8322435 or www.teachinfloriSome Restrictions Apply
www.epestransport.com.
1Fal.Rcorn
•TAN AT HOME. Buy com- -DRIVERS. Solos up
to
lENDLY
TOYS
&
mercial quality 24 lamp .45c per mile, Teams up to
tanning bed for home use .41c per mile, Contractors GIFTS has openings for
without expensive special .81c all miles. Lease party plan advisors and
wiring
Factory
direct options avail. (No money managers. Home decor,
/absolutely lowest pricing down) Fuel incentives & gifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
cash, trips, recognition.
guaranteed.
800-274- more! Call
Burlington Free catalog,
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
information
1744 www.keepatan.com
Motor Carriers 800-583800-488-4875.
your home into great shape with the
*DELL
COMPUTERS' 9504.
*INTERNATIONAL COMhelp of these local professionals.
Built-to-order, hassle free •HICUBE
EXPRESS
financing! Pentium III-933 NEEDS Owner Operators! PANY needs Supervisors
& more. Low monthly pay- Home weekly! No east & Assistants. Earning
ments 0.A_C Limited time coast, no touch freight, potential unlimited part
free Internet access-most 75% drop/hook, no upfront time/full time. Training.
Free booklet 800-892areas.
800-477-9016. costs. Accepting any year
7485/RicriesYouDeserve corn
Code KY17 www omcso- tractor! Call 800-200-2823.
*AMERICA'S AIR FORCElutions.com
-DRIVER Home every Jobs available in over 150
'ATTENTION
HOME- weekend guaranteed! (In
specialties, plus: up to
OWNERS Display homes most areas) Bonus with 1
$17,000 enlistment bonus,
wanted for vinyl siding yr flatbed exp. Excellent
up to $10,000 student loan
replacement
windows- starting pay loaded/empty
We Specialize in Cleaning"
repayment, prior service
enclosures. No payment Tarp pay and more! Full
openings
High-school
until 2001. Payments start- benefits. Assigned conven•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
grads age 17-27 or prior
ing at $89.00 per month tional you drive
home. 800- service members from any
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
All credit qualifies Call 441-4271 ext. WET
135
branch. call 800-423'Acid Cleaning Available
800-251-0843
'DRIVER-New pay plan! fUSAF
rcecom
or visit www airU
0S
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
TRUCK DRIVERS
31e-35c a mile-Earn 42kHELP WANTED
55k a year and enjoy '
Phone (270) 759-4734
David Borders
AVON-Looking for higher
•DRIVERS-CDL TRAIN- assigned equipment, 990/,
income'? More flexible
ING get paid while training no-touch. 50-60% drop
hours'?
Independence'?
for placement with major and hook great benefits
AVON has what you're
trucking company Earn big and home time! 800-879looking for. Let's talk 888money! Commonwealth 2486. Buske Lines EOE.
942-4053.
Truck Driving School Call •DRIVER Allied Van Lines
RESORTS RENTALS
toll free 877-970-4043
has openings in electronics
"GET MARRIED- SMOKY
'ATTENTION DRIVERS- and trade shows Class A
NO EXPERIENCE NEC- CDL with 1 year o/Vr expe- MOUNTAINS, Areas most
ESSARY!
TMC rience Tractor Purchase beautiful chapels.ordained
ministers, complete
Transportation needs driv- available Call 800-634arrangements, honeyers
$650 guaranteed 2200. Dept AKYS
moon/family cabins.
weekly. potential to earn 'WANT A RAISE? 1 year
breathtaking views
$900 per week or more experience pays 37c/mile
Wedding Arrangements
LICENSED I INSURED Free Eitimates 7)-ee Trimming
and still get home week- for company drivers! More
800-869-2369. Vacation
ends! For COL training call experience pays more $55
Cleanup Sena"'
24 Hr Service
Lodging 800-634-5814
800-206-7364
Excellent hometimel Great
Hedge Trimming Full Line of
smokyvveddings corn
•DRIVERS-TRACTOR benefits
Heartland
Equipnumt
TRAILER NEW START- Express 800-441-4953 'PANAMA CITY BEACH
Tree & Stump
l'estil Luta,'
Removal
ING PAY SCALE, paid ori- www heartlanclexpress corn Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort. From $49 (1-2p
entation. earning potential
Arrive Sun/Mon - Free
up to $50,000 per year, full
night,
4/1/01-5/25/01,
benefits, new model conventional tractors, quality *OWNER OPERATORS restrictions). Pools, river
home time, regional & OTR Free base plate and per- ride, suites, bar 800-488121
drivers
Route
North
needed NO STU- mits, fuel card and toll 8828 www sandpiperbea1244 State
furnished
No .
nD
co
c3
oR
DENTS PLEASE
Call cards
N
rnIGHT FREE ends
ARCTIC EXPRESS 800- escrow, no loading/unload5/23/01
Panama City
927-0431 www arcticex- ing, no NYC or Canada
800-925-5133
Beach Rentals- 30+ proppress.corn. PO Box 129,
rti /
4.
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD '7."s1
www cbfs corn
erties 100's of units
Hilliard, OH 43026
*DRIVER-Drive with pndel •We're hiring experienced pcbeachrentals corn 800We Service AllBrands
TMC 923-2737 South Walton
Start up to 39c for solos professionals!
(.eri,fied TVA Heat Purnp Contractor License 51402182
Transportation has imme- Beach Rentals Scenic
41c for teams 97e for
0/0's All condo $10,000 diate openings for Class A 30A/beaches of South
CDL holders with six, or Walton/Destin-southwalbonus
EOE
Contact
more, months over-the- tonbeachrentals corn 866KLLM 800-925-5556 or
road experience Straight 232KLLM corn
REAL
2482ESTATE/REAL
•OTR DRIVERS
earn talk only No false promisESTATE FOR SALE
great wages, health bene- es TMC offers great, comfits package, No NYC or plete benefits top-of-the- •LOG CABIN on 3 acres
Canada
loading line late-model equipment, w/lake access & boat slip
No
/unloading Assigned con- and more Call 800-633- Tenn
m1ns
$69.900
ventional trucks Home 9668 anytime or check us Terms.
800- 704-3154
every 6-10 days 800-925- out online at www tmc- x140
trans com!
5133 www cbls corn
'KY LAKEFRONT LOG
•DRIVER-It pays to start 'DRIVERS-Seeking Owner HOME 5+ acres/$89.900
with us Call SAT today Operators/Professional New 2000 sq ft log cabin
877-244-7293 or 877-BIG- Fleet Drivers Over-the- in beautiful lakefront setting Enloy great fishing.
PAYDAY. Great pay. paid road Owner Operators
weekly, excellent benefits, /Fleet Drivers-looking to boating and skiing on this
new equipment. $1,250. increase your profitability? pristine 50,000 acre recreSign-on bonus, student Landstar Ligon otters more ational lake Paved roads,
miles and more money utilities, perc ok Excellent
graduates
welcome
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
Call
toll free 800-828- financing Call now! 866Southern
Refrigerated
8338
770-9311 ext 515
Transport

FREE PALLETS
753-1916

BURL'S
WRECKER SERVICE

:

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
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PAIN.
LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
veciailz,KuIii(
.314Storr VVorktrariskup
• STOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
'WATER PROOFING

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
*MULTISPEC COATINGS

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-753-6895

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER JIM OSBURN

1-800-909-9064

amp' HFctherts
=Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers
Plus.. all other home improvements

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb'
4111.0,000.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Professional Home
Repair 8 Restoration

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month !man,
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

V 20 years of experience in all phases of carpent
Full, insured
V Our estimates are guaranteed in sriting
WeiReC118111SAIE
I. Water damage repair 4 Moisture control
2. Termite damage repair 5. Home improvemen,
3. Sagging floor.
6 Deck construction &
V

• ,,•tas toe., ettintrie 7:30 NAL-CM SI-I

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

270-759-8936

?;)',i0V-TVIE3HIA.©
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CERAMIC TILE • COMP titE • VINYL • HARDWOOD•CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
Personally install for you?
WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience!
Visit Our Showroom Today
•

CAR

6

RICKY BOGGESS
USA SYKES PLUMBING
'Well Pumps
‘ ',ViEED A
•(-11#113ER,
FP'

Wry 64' 1

753-7728

I

frtiln SOO Of
Murray to To.,, Toyer Rd
Right 'SC( font

•
Keret@
0 1,0'

13dEIV3•CICK)MOtivH •lANiA • 3111 <MOO • 3111 3111VE130

-74..0101

•Water Heaters

1 •All Repairs - Big or Srnaii
•

T &11. OR COY

'Water & Sewer Lines

AMP

OWCKIERY/CE

•New or Remodeling

759-0610
`i Master Plumber 609

David's Cleaning
Services

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

74-itftica4l Simidafd

e

270-759-2288

To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: This is in
response to "Lee in Walnut Creek,
Calif.," whose husband was on 11
different medications and experienced either drug interactions
PETER
and/or dosage problems that led to
GOTT, M.D.
increasing disability.
My immediate reaction to that
letter was, Where was his pharrnasist? Could it be that the family
used several pharmacies and were
never asked for a complete medication list? However, someone should
should send ;2 plus a long, self- have asked. Pharmacists are
addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. required by state and federal reguBox 2017, Murray Hill Station, New lations to counsel patients on all
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention new prescriptions. Being aware that
the title.
a patient is taking multiple preDEAR DR. GOTT: My 78-year-old scriptions should have sent red
father, who is being treated for flags up in the mind of any pharmaParkinson's disease with Sinemet, has cist taking care of that man.
I have been a practicing pharmano sex drive and tires easily. Are
these symptoms of the disease, old cist for 30 years. Any time a patient
takes more than eight different
age, medication or diet?
medications a day, I start asking
DEAR READER: Possibly all four.
Often I find that some of
questions.
disease
Parkinson's
Patients with
are being used to
medications
the
may experience a loss of energy and
side effects of other medicasex drive (libido), as will most people treat
tions! Then the appropriate solution
with a chronic illness.
is to find an alternative medication
Aged individuals commonly feel less
with fewer side effects.
sexy. They suffer from diminished
Poly-pharmacy (the use of multilibido and have difficulty performing
ple medications for one patient) can
satisfactorily. Their energy levels may be very dangerous. Unfortunately,
be depleted.
many pharmacists may be hardSinemet, a drug often used to treat pressed to find the time to counsel
Parkinson's disease, can cause a fal- adequately. Also, some doctors view
tering sex drive. (Unfortunately, in
us as police and resent our intrurare instances, it can also cause hot sion into their field of expertise.
I know doctors who listen and
flashes and prolonged erections.)
Weakness and fatigue are recognized doctors who don't. However, those
who always listen are the patients
side-effects of the medication.
Poor diet and malnutrition, alto- or caregivers, because they are the
gether too prominent in ill elderly most affected. So I educate the
patients, can cause fatigue and loss of patient and send him or her back to
the doctor with alternatives and the
libido.
Although your father may be experi- tools necessary to adequately comencing the consequences of his dis- municate their concerns. It's the
ease, his age, his medicine and his biggest part of my job, and the one I
diet, he could be helped. His doctor don't get paid for.
To answer Lee's question about
can advise you about further testing
to determine the cause of his problem what happens to patients who have
— for example, is his testosterone no reliable caregiver to look out for
level below normal? Your father can them: They enter nursing homes, or
consider therapy, such as hormone — if the statistics can be believed —
replacement, a change in diet or a they die. It is estimated that more
modification of the doses of Sinemet. than 100,000 persons in the United
(Sorry, but the age factor is untreat- States die every year because of
poly-pharmacy.
able.)
How do we protect the people we
care about? Ask questions! Ask the
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
doctor, the nurse and the pharmacist. Make a list of all prescribed and
over-the-counter medications the
patient is taking. Know what each
medicine is for and what it will do.

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: My ex-daughterin-law insists that her 3-year-old son
follow a strict, low-cholesterol diet. No
milk, cheese, chocolate or eggs.
Nonetheless, she exposes him to her
constant cigarette smoke and doesn't
take him to the doctor unless he is
really sick with a high fever. Is such a
diet appropriate for a young child?
DEAR READER: For the vast
majority of 3- year-olds, low-cholesterol diets are not necessary.
Youngsters need fat in their diet% as
well as the nutrition present in eggs,
dairy products and meat. Yes, today's
children are being inappropriately
programmed to favor fast foods and
junk foods. And, yes, they probably eat
too many sweets. But a strict diet for
a growing child is inadvisable, in my
opinion. What is needed in our culture
is a balance — a moderation that is
presently lacking. Some chocolate and
high-cholesterol foods are OK, providing the consumption is under control.
What fun would childhood be without
some access to greasy hamburgers,
ice cream and candy?
In your situation, the factors may be
more complicated than usual: Exdaughters-in-law may not get along
with ex-mothers-in-law. Therefore, I
advise you to be objective, not vindictive, in your criticism. Better yet,
punt. Turn this disagreement over to
your grandson's pediatrician, who will
perform well-baby checkups and
counsel the child's mother about diet.
Even more important, the doctor
should emphasize that exposure to
tobacco smoke is potentially very
harmful to children; such exposure is
associated with serious medical conditions, such as asthma, as well as
giving youngsters wrong programming about tobacco consumption.
Your son, who must have some say
in the manner his son is raised, may
be an important ally. He can monitor
your grandson's health. To that end, I
believe he has every right to insist
that the child be fed a nutritious diet
and be protected from air pollution.
Also, he can insist that a pediatrician
be involved as an advocate for your
grandson. My advice is for you to step
back and let the professionals handle
the situation.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like a copy

SUPPORT OUR
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

HOW OLD DO I HAVE TO BE TO
BE A FATHER, AND HOW oceS

rr HAPPEssl?

vE5, somE PEOPLE WILL.

TNE FUTURE LOU

BE KITING THE AX. •
BLIT, NO WE:RE NOT
SAYIN(7 WHO OR WHEN!

REVEAL IT5ELf WEEK
BN WEEK

THIS WILL GIVE ALL Of
4011 A CHANCE TO TURN
ON EACH OTHER .. FORA1
ALLIANCES AND SELF DESTRUCT . OR LEME IN
DISGUST ON 'JOUR OWN .?

When given a new prescription, ask
what current medication it replaces.
Abby, health care will not
change unless we force it to. As
patients we should all expect the
best from each member of the team
who helps us stay well. I hope your
readers will make good use of this
information.
MARTHA G. MOSHER, R.PH.,
SENECA CASTLE, N.Y.
DEAR MARTHA: You have
written an important letter. I
hope it will persuade patients
and caregivers to discuss their
medications — and possible
drug interactions — with their
physicians and pharmacists.
One can never be too careful. If
someone is having prescriptions
filled at several pharmacies,
serious consideration should be
given to ending that practice.
*5*

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
*5*

Good advice for everyone - teens to
seniors - is in "The Anger in All of Us and
How to Deal With it. To order, send a
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 10.95 ($4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 61064-0447.
(Postage is includecL)

RAPE CRISIS
CENTER
COUNSELING
SERVICES AVAILABLE
For Adults & Children
1-800-928-7273

Ten years ago
Published is a picture ot three of
the 23-member Alumni All-Star
Band which will play at the evening
ball as part of the inauguration of
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth as the eighth
president of Murray State University on April 27. They are Dr. Roger
Reichmuth, alto saxophone, Dr. Jim
Frank, guitar, and Chuck Simons,
drums.
Keissa Bennett of Murray Middle School and Andy Rose of Calloway County Middle School are the
"County-wide" winners of the Personal Economic Program's (PE)
statewide essay contest.
Twenty years ago
Kim Weatherford, Marcia Cunningham, Keith Ford, Debbie Stubblefield, Bill Alexander, Marty
McCuiston, Jena Hoke, Freddie
Vincent, Shelia Lilly, Kelly Rogers,
Donna Swift, Mike Jackson, Tammie Blakely, Shane Morton, Laura
Brown, Shane Darnell, Ginger
Compton, Darvin Stom, Teresa
Bell, Bill Brumley, Debbie Ferguson, Danny Lamb, Lanesa Jones,
Keith Ford and Candy Maddox are
superlatives of the senior class of
Calloway County High School.
Wood carvings of Ronnie Jackson of Murray are now on display at
the Calloway County Public Library.
Thirty years ago
A design engineering project for
the four laning of U.S. Highway
641 in Calloway and Marshall
counties has been approved by the
Highway Commission. This will be
from one mile north of Murray to

four hearts, three diamonds and a
club — and so went down one.
At the three tables where the
contract was made, declarer saw
another way to try for a ninth trick
while keeping the club finesse in
reserve. These Souths won the
first diamond with dummy's jack
and immediately led a spade to the
ten.
West won with the queen and
led a second diamond to dummy's
king, whereupon declarer led another spade. This time, East won
with the jack and returned a third
diamond to South's ace.
With the opposing diamonds
known to be divided 4-3, declarer
now had a free shot(except in the
unlikely event that West had
started with the A-K-Q-x ofspades).
He led a third spade, and when the
suit broke 3-3, dummy's nine became his ninth trick. West cashed
his good diamond, but that was the
last trick for the defense.
The three successful declarers realized that testing the spades
first would cost nothing provided
the spades were divided 3-3 or 4-2
— about an 84 percent possibility.If
it turned out that the spades were
4-2 and East had the length, declarer would lose four spades and
still would have the club finesse in
reserve.
Also, if West turned out to have
started with five diamonds — which
declarer would learn on the third
round ofdiamonds — he could then
decide whether to abandon the
spades and take the club finesse.

East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+9542
VAQ83
•K J 5
+84
EAST
WEST
•K J 6
+AQ3
V 95 2
✓ 1074
•8 6 2
•10 9 7 3
J 10 7 6
K 53
SOUTH
•10 8 7
•K J 6
•A Q 4
• Q92
The bidding-.
North
East
South West
2+
Pass
Pass
1 NT
2•
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
This rather pedestrian-looking
deal occurred in a pairs championship at a recent regional tournament. The deal would have indeed
been ordinary except that ofthe 13
declarers who played it in three
notrump, only three succeeded —
despite the fact that there was no
way to stop South from making
nine tricks!
At the tables where three
notrump failed, declarer won the
opening diamond lead in dummy
and, with only eight tricks in view,
immediately took a club finesse,
losing the queen to West's king.
From that point on, declarer was
fighting a losing battle. When the
play ended, he still had just the
eight tricks he had started with —

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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In 1989, actress-comedian Lucille Ball died at Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center in Los Angeles at
age 77.
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1 Chatter
2 Compass pt
3 Illuminates
4 Eats

5 Hosp
workers
6 Apiece
(abbr )
7 Wild ox
8 Pans subway
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 26, the
116th day of 2001. There are 249
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 26, 1986, the world's
worst nuclear accident occurred at
the Chernobyl plant in the Soviet
Union. An explosion and fire killed
at least 31 people and sent radioactivity into the atmosphere.
On this date:
In 1865, John Wilkes Booth, the
assassin of President Lincoln, was
surrounded by federal troops near
Bowling Green, Va., and killed.
In 1937, planes from Nazi Germany raided the Basque town of
Guernica during the Spanish Civil
War.
In 1945, Marshal Henri Philippe
Petain, the head of France's Vichy
government during World War II,
was arrested.
In 1961, Roger Mans of the
New York Yankees hit the first of a
record 61 home runs in a single
season.
In 1964. the African nations of
Tanganyika and Zanzibar merged
to form Tanzania.
In 1968, the United States exploded beneath the Nevada desert a
one-megaton nuclear device called
"Boxcar."

Answer to Previous Puzzle

mu

19

IS

35 Shorebird
37 Binds
38 Commit a
cnme
39 Soft drink
name
41 A cont
42 Female
relative
43 Inaugerate
45 Wide shoe
size
46 Gouda or
Munster
48 Chutes
51 Torrid
52 Utopian
54 Ms Peron
55 DDE
opponent
56 French river
57 Deposit

TODAY IN HISTORY

One year ago: Vermont Gov.
Howard Dean signed the nation's
first bill allowing same-sex couples
to form civil unions.

CROSSWORDS

--v" •

PO Ft BETTER cr W

within about one mile of Benton's
city limits.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Watkins, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Atkins and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Nance,
April 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Ray Wilkinson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Brown, April
21.
Forty years ago
More than 10,000 books have
been checked out from the MurrayCalloway Public Library and the
bookmobile during this month, according to the report by Mrs. Esco
Gunter, librarian, and Mrs. Ben Trevathan, bookmobile librarian, at a
meeting of the library board.
The Board of Directors of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association will entertain a delegation from Egypt on May 1 at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
Murray High School Tigers won
over Reidland by the score of 6-4 in
a baseball game with Williams and
Howe as Murray pitchers.
Fifty years ago
Pvt. Ted J. Barnett and Pvt. Rupert Parks Jr., both from Murray,
have completed their basic training
at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. L.P. Hendon, April
22, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carson, April 24.
Mrs. John Grogan, Mrs. Virginia
Herndon and Mrs. Ray Ross were
elected as the 1951-52 officers of
the Almo High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association. Mrs.
Goebel Roberts is the retiring president.
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11
1
14
1;1

9

50

9 Dodger
10 Actor Ayres
11 -standstill
16 Greek island
18 Piece to tit
into mortise
2J Orthodontist
21 Clutch
22 Summon
23 State of
agitation
25 Loosen
26 Aim
28 Rough lava
29 On board
Ship
32 Dissipate
33 Bone (Latin)
36 Unnerves
38 Leathers
40 Condition
(suffix)
42 Vowel
sequence
44 Redecorate
45 She (Fr)
46 Tea
47 Garden tool
48 Uncle 49 Christmas
50 Took a chair
53 Printer's
measure
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Church bombing trial moves quickly
"We're right where we want to
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP) — It
took 37 years for state and federal be," said U.S. Attorney Doug Jones.
investigators to bring murder "We just got there a little quicker
charges against former Ku Klux than we anticipated."
Jones, prosecuting the state murKlansman Thomas Blanton Jr. in
the church bombing that killed four der case under a special appointment, said Wednesday he expects to
black girls.
It may take only a week of testi- present his final witness against
Blanton Friday or Saturday, if the
mony to try him.
extends the trial into the
judge
empty
courtBefore a mostly
room, the trial of Blanton that began weekend.
Court officials had initially preTuesday with wrenching recollecthe trial could last three or
dicted
tions of the girls' deaths may go to
four weeks or more. It was delayed
the jury by Monday.

Now Get
A Discount On Car
Insurance Without
Getting A Discount
On Service.

tor months after Blanton's indict- girls died. That eliminates the need
ment last year with former Klans- for what can be lengthy and tedious
man Bobby Frank Cherry so law- medical testimony from forensic
yers could pore over a mountain of witnesses.
Robbins said if Jones completes
documents stretching nearly four
decades.
his case Friday, he expects the jury
Blanton, 62, was charged with may begin deliberations Monday.
murder in the deaths of Denise Circuit Judge James Garrett has said
McNair, II, and Addie Mae Col- he most likely will hold court on
lins, Cynthia Wesley and Carole Saturday.
Robertson, all 14. They died in a
Cherry was supposed to stand
basement room of the church while trial with Blanton, but Garrett depreparing for Sunday services on layed his case after two mental
Sept. 15, 1963.
evaluations raised questions about
Blanton is accused of plotting his mental competency. That elimithe bombing with Cherry and two nated additional testimony that
other ex-Klansmen beneath a Ca- could have produced a longer trial.
haba River bridge in what once was
Robert "Dynamite Bob"
rural countryside near Birmingham.
Defense attorney John Robbins Chambliss was convicted of murder
said the case is proceeding faster for the bombing in a 1977 trial and
than predicted partly because both died in prison. A fourth suspect,
sides have agreed to stipulate to cer- Herman Frank Cash, died without
tain information, including how the being charged.

Philip Morris, Reynolds hike
up wholesale cigarette prices
NEW YORK (AP) — Philip
Morris and R.J. Reynolds Tobacco,
the two biggest U.S. tobacco companies, are boosting wholesale cigarette prices by 14 cents a pack for
the second time in just over four
months.
The move announced Wednesday could boost the retail price of a
pack of Marlboros, Camels and
other brands by even more, as retailers set the price that smokers pay
at the checkout register.
Analysts expect Brown & Williamson Tobacco and Loews
Corp.'s Lorillard Tobacco, the
third- and fourth-largest U.S. tobacco companies, to match the increases.

See me for details on how you may save money:
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-993

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Compan
Home Office: Bloomington. Illinois

statefarrn.com

Tom Ryan, a spokesman for
Philip Morris USA in New York,
said the company notified wholesalers Wednesday that it was boosting
the price it charges them by $7 per
1,000 cigarettes, effective Thursday.
Philip Morris, the nation's biggest tobacco company, accounts for
one of every two cigarettes sold in
the United States.
Maura Payne, a spokeswoman
for R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Holdings in Winston-Salem, N.C., said
the No. 2 tobacco company was notifying its wholesalers it was raising
prices by the same amount.
The hikes amount to 14 cents a
pack
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Michael W.Smith to
host Christian music
awards show tonight
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — nees are Avalon, P.O.D., Plus One,
Michael W. Smith starts the 32nd Point of Grace and Third Day.
Annual Dove Awards for Christian
Best female vocalist nominees
music on Thursday as the man of were Yolanda Adams, Rachael
the hour, hosting the show and Lampa. Nicole C. Mullen, Nichole
nominated for the top award of best Nordeman and Velasquez. Up for
best male vocalist were Chapman,
artist.
"I'm honored to be an ambassa- Fernando Ortega, Mac Powell,
dor of sorts to introduce to a na- Mark Schultz and Smith.
tional audience some of the great
Stars known more for other
artists creating this inspiring mukinds of music were nominated, insic," Smith said.
The Dove Awards present a wide cluding country singers Randy
variety of music with one thing in Travis (bluegrass album for "Inspirational Journey") and Dwight
common: a Christian perspective.
Yoakam (bluegrass song for "MinThe message is delivered in every
er's Prayer") and erstwhile disco
musical style imaginable: rap and
hip hop, rock, urban country, tradi- diva Donna Summer (special event
tional gospel and Spanish music all album for "Child of Promise").
The show, at the Grand Ole Opry
have categories.
Nominated with Smith for best House, will be broadcast on cable
artist were Steven Curtis Chapman, television May 4 on WGN. A deal
P.O.D., Third Day and Jaci Ve- announced earlier to broadcast it on
lasquez. Group of the year nomi- PAX TV fell through.

Leaving 9
your job •
Its common practice to take an out of
sight, out of mind attitude once
you leave an employer. But this
o good approach to take
with your retirement plan
Consider o rollover into an
Edward Jones self-directed
IRA Together we can put a
-plan m place -to help mdke
your retirement moneys
work as hard as you do
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WASHINGTON (AP) — LawShe has also said that conservamakers should consider the con- tion, trade and food safety programs
cerns of more than just farmers should be considered important
when they rewrite federal farm pro- parts of agricultural policy.
grams in coming months, AgriculVeneman gave no indication of
ture Secretary Ann Veneman said.
when
she will begin to ease a ban
group
of
speaking
to
a
Veneman,
agricultural journalists this week, on exports of livestock and raw
meat from the European Union besaid consumers, retailers and food
cause
of the foot-and-mouth scare.
in
processors also deserve a voice
Denmark and other countries that
modifying agricultural policy.
-We need to look at it very have been free of the disease are
pushing to resume their U.S. sales.
broadly," Veneman said.
Since Britain is still reporting
She did not offer any specific
suggestions, saying it was too early new cases, "I couldn't say it is contained," she said.
for her to take a position.
Federal farm programs enacted
But she said the epidemic of
in
.
1996 will expire next year. The
foot-and-mouth disease in Europe
Agriculture Committee has
House
the
had brought public attention to
need for spending on government been holding a series of hearings
programs to protect against the in- with farm commodity groups and
troduction of animal and plant dis- expects to design a new set of support programs by midsummer.
eases.
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schedule a complimentary
retirement plan review.
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SPLITTING THE ATOM...CCHS students display and explain
the different models of the atom they built as part of the science class projects.
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Heath Scott
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F.ric Penniman
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